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ABSTRACT

On December 30, 1990, the U.S. Department of Energy entered into a contract with

General Atomics (GA) to be the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) Target Component

Fabrication and Technology Development Support contractor. This report documents the

technical activities which took place under this contract during the period of October 1, 1992

through September 30, 1993. During this period, GA was assigned 18 tasks in support of the

Inertial Confinement Fusion program and its laboratories. These tasks included "Capabilities

Activation" and "Capabilities Demonstration" to enable us to begin production of glass and

composite polymer capsules. Capsule delivery tasks included "Small Glass Shell Deliveries"

and "Composite Polymer Capsules" for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)

and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).

We also were asked to provide direct "Onsite Support" at LLNL and LANL. We

continued planning for the transfer of "Micromachining Equipment from Rocky Flats" and

established "Target Component Micromachining and Electroplating Facilities" at GA. We

fabricated over 1100 films and filters of 11 types for Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) and

provided full-time onsite engineering support for target fabrication and characterization.

We initiated development of methods to make targets for the Naval Research Laboratory

(NRL). We investigated spherical interferometry, built an automated capsule sorter, and

developed an apparatus for calorimetric measurement of fuel fill for LLNL. We assisted

LANL in the "Characterization of Opaque b-Layered Targets". We developed deuterated and

UV-opaque polymers for use by the University of Rochester's Laboratory for Laser

Energetics (UR/LLE) and devised a triple-orifice droplet generator to demonstrate the

controlled-mass nature of the microencapsulation process.

We began assembly of equipment for a cryogenic target handling system for UR/LLE

that will fill, transport, layer, and characterize targets filled with cryogenic deuterium (DD) or

deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel, and insert these cryogenic targets in the OMEGA Upgrade target

chamber for laser implosion experiments.

This report summarizes and documents the technical progress made on these tasks.
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1. TARGETFABRICATIONPROGRAMOVERVIEW

On December 30, 1990, the U.S. Department of Energy entered into a contract with

General Atomics (GA) to be the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) Target Component

Fabrication and Technology Development Support contractor. This report documents the

technical activities of the period October 1, 1992 through September 30, 1993. GA was

assisted by W.J. Schafer Associates (WJSA) and Soane Technologies, Inc. (STI) and we

have carried out the ICF Target Fabrication tasks as a fully integrated team effort.

1.1. INTRODUCTION

In FY93, the GA/WJSA/STI team achieved productioncapability in almost all areas of
ICF target fabrication.

1.2. FY93TASKSSUMMARY

During FY93, the GA/WJSA/STI team was assigned 18 formal tasks.

1#.1. GA01CAPABILITIESFACILITIES

The Capability Activation task was completed in the key areas of coatings and

characterization so that production and delivery of ICF capsules and components to the
national ICF Laboratories could commence.

12.1.1. COATINGS

GlowDischargePolymerization(GDP)Coatings.TheGDP coatingstask wasseparated
into twosubtasks:validationof the secondGDP coaterassembledat GeneralAtomicsand

developmentof diagnosticsto aid in productionrunsof thecoaters.In the first subtask,we

producedgoodcoatingsin the secondGDP coaterby April, andsubsequentlydemonstrated

that this coateris capableof depositingdopedcoatingsby depositinga germanium-doped

GDP coating.

1-1
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The two diagnostic techniques that we developed and are utilizing in coating production

runs are: (1) monitoring of the Ha line emission intensity to record the plasma behavior, and

(2) measuring diameters of capsules by optical microscopy while they are still in the coater

to rapidly determine when to stop coating runs without exposing the capsules to air.

Parylene Coatings. This task consisted of upgrading the parylene coating system to

give it ICF capsule coating capability. In FY92, the basic coater was assembled and

demonstrated. In FY93, better temperature control was added to the coater, contamination

from quartz wool in the pyrolyzer region was eliminated, and a baffle system was installed

between the pyrolyzer and the coating regions to control particulates.

We installed a bounce pan (provided by the University of Rochester) to give us the

capability of coating capsules. To keep the capsules from sticking in the bounce pan, a

glow-discharge system was introduced into the coater. Finally, we built an in-situ thickness
monitor into the coater.

1.2.1.2. CHARACTERIZATION

The objectives of this portion of the Capabilities Development Task were to improve

the throughput of existing microscope and profilometer techniques, and to add a suite of

new techniques including: x-radiography, x-ray fluorescence, refractometry, and gas

pressure and composition determination.

Improving throughput involved many aspects and continued throughout the year. We

added new equipment, trained personnel, and developed procedures. A profilometer and a

scanning electron microscope were set up at WJSA and have been in use characterizing

parylene coatings and x-ray pinhole arrays, respectively. At the GA site, two zoom

microscopes were set up to cull shell batches, a second Jenavert interference microscope

was added to characterize deliverable shells, and two Nikon microscopes were purchased,

but have not yet been delivered. The two Nikons contain specialized optics; one microscope

will be used for characterizing micromachined metal surfaces and the other for doing

interference microscopy on large shells (up to 4 mm diameter). In addition, technicians at

both WJSA and GA were trained in optical characterization techniques, and WJSA

personnel assisted STI in setting up and properly using the microscopes STI bought with its

own funds. Finally, characterization techniques were developed to improve the accuracy

and speed of shell characterization.

1-2
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The x-radiography system was installed, is state licensed, and is operational. A dark

room was set up to develop the film, and computer software was developed to analyze

radiograph images. The paperwork for purchasing the x-ray fluorescence system was

reviewed by the Department of Energy (DOE) and approved in November 1993. The

instrument was ordered and will be delivered by early 1994. The refractometer system is

operational. It has been used to verify our index matching fluids and to directly measure the

refractive index of films of plastic used for shells.

The gas pressure and composition determination system has been designed and the

major components (vacuum and gas chromatography systems) have been put out to bid and

will be purchased on capital. A few parts remain to be machined; assembly and installation
should be finished in FY94.

1.22. GA02CAPABILITIESDEMONSTRATION

Under task GA02 we completed work initiated in FY92 involving the tower furnace

for glass shell production, a gas permeation fill station for glass shells, characterization

capabilities, and polymer shell preparation by microencapsulation.

Glass Shells. We completed assembly of the glass shell tower. A quartz process tube

was installed with a liner to capture the alkali vapors (mainly sodium) which contributed to

premature tube failure. Most of the control system was replaced or upgraded. We tested the

system and it performed well at 1200°C.

Gas Fill Statir'_.We completed the assembly of a station that can fill glass shells with

up to 400 atmospheres of deuterium at 360°C (equivalent to 200 atmospheres at room

temperature). We did a test fill on glass shells and determined that the shells had filled with

deuterium as expected.

CharacterizationCapabilities.We submitted shells we had characterizedto Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) for their evaluation of our measurements. LLNL
validated our measurements.

Microencapsulation. We submitted polymer shells we had prepared by

microencapsulation to the University of Rochester's Laboratory for Laser Energetics

(UR/LLE) for their evaluation of shell quality. UR/LLE found our shells had state-of-the-

art quality.

1-3
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1.2.3. LL01 ONSITESUPPORTATLLNL

Our onsite team at LLNL emphasized activities in micromachining of target

components, assembling target components into complete targets, and characterizing target

components to assure their quality for use in Nova ICF experiments. In micromachining,

Craig Rivers made hohlraum components, Thompson scattering targets, "gas box"

experimental targets, and many auxiliary target components such as shields, back-lighters,

and shaped wires. John Ruppe assembled nearly 100 classified hohlraums, and an equal

number of unclassified targets of many designs. In characterization, Andrea Denton

determined the key properties of targets and target assemblies by a variety of techniques

including: radiography with image analysis, interferometry, optical microscopy, and Energy

Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS).

1.2.4. LL02 MICROMACHININGEQUIPMENTFROMROCKYFLATS

We were tasked by DOE, in June 1993, to transfer micromachining equipment to

California from the DOE Rocky Flats Plant in Colorado. We prepared site locations at GA

and WJSA with the utilities necessary to accept and install the DOE micromachining

equipment. The facility modifications required to install the micromachining equipment

were completed at WJSA and a compressor system (for the air-bearing lathes) and thermal

environmental enclosure (to maintain constant temperature) were procured and received.

The actual installations will take place in early FY94. The Phase I disassembly and

packaging of the micromachining equipment at Rocky Flats did not begin until late

September 1993 due to a delay by EG&G at Rocky Flats. We expect to continue with the

removal of the Phase I micromachining equipment from Rocky Flats with completion in

early FY94. Phase II equipment removal has not been planned or scheduled at this time.

1.2.5. LL03 SMALLGLASSSHELLDELIVERIES

The goal of this task was to manufacture and deliver approximately 100 high quality

spherical glass shells to meet LLNL's experimental requirements. We needed to complete

the shakedown of the glass shell tower and develop glass frit production capability. In the

interim, while awaiting completion of the production facilities, we were to sort through

available stock to find suitable shells for delivery.

1-4
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Glass Shell Process Development. The spray dryer was successfully activated and

produced monosized frit for glas _,shell production. Unfortunately, the design of the spray

dryer was such that the frit became contaminated with metal particles from the air heater.

When it became apparent that the product from the spray dryer was unsuitable for shell

production, we tried freeze drying frit precursor droplets as an alternative to drying them in

heated air. Freeze drying was successful and appears to be a suitable method for production

of monosized frit, however, we have yet to drop the material through the glass shell tower,

confirming it will make useable shells.

The glass tower came with an eight-year-old programmable controller-based temperature

control system. Without extensive upgrades, the system could only be programmed by the

factory. When its main power supply failed, we replaced the programmable controller with a

number of stand-alone temperature controllers.

Operation with the new controllers was partially successful. The furnaces could be easily

controlled, however, using spray dried frit we could only make small thick walled shells in

the temperature range of 700 ° to 1375°C. The furnace temperature was limited by the quartz

process tube. We replaced the quartz process tube with a set of alumina process tubes to

permit operation up to 1550°C, the limit imposed by the silicon carbide heating elements.

Glass Shell Deliveries. All glass shell deliveries in FY93 were made from stock. The

first delivery of 40 shells was made in October 1992 and the second delivery of 60 shells

was made in March 1993. Prospective batches were first located in the inventory records

and then examined under an optical microscope to verify that the batch had the potential to

provide shells with the requisite properties. In general, the shells were heavily weathered

and only a fraction of the potential batches were worth processing further. Selected batches

were sieved and washed to remove weathering features and to provide clean shells with the

required outside diameter. Individual shells were selected to meet the delivery requirements

using optical and interference microscopy to measure shell diameter, sphericity, wall

thickness, and wall uniformity.

I#.6. LL04 COMPOSITEPOLYMERCAPSULES

The first part of this task was to make production-ready key capsule fabrication and

characterization capabilities. The second part was to mesh the individual capabilities into a

state-of-the-art production process and deliver high-quality composite polymer capsules.

1-5
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PolystyreneShell ProcessImprovement.We were production-ready at the beginning of

FY93. We examined a piezoelectric droplet-on-demand generator in hopes of blowing

shells with smaller standard deviations for diameter and wall thickness. For the initial

testing, we examined the mass distribution of the droplets the generator produced. We used

tower conditions that would make beads rather than shells, since mass is easier to determine

for beads. We found that the bead diameter distribution was multi-modal, generally with

three distinct peaks. With low-viscosity fluids such as water, the mass distribution was very

tight. With high viscosity fluids such as polymer capsule solutions, the mass distribution

was broad due to the droplet generator's unstable operation and need for continuous

tweaking. Although this study indicated we should continue using the traditional droplet

generator for shell production, with a more stable design, the piezoelectric droplet-on-

demand generator may yet prove to be viable.

GDP Coater. We found optimal conditions for depositing high-quality polymer (CH)

coatings on polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) coated shells. Typically, about two thirds of the shells

put into the GDP coater had excellent surface finish and the desired coating thickness at the
end of the run.

PVA Drop Tower. We developed our PVA drop tower to produce high-quality PVA-

coated shells. Our yield of good quality coated shells was consistently less than 1%. The

major defects in the PVA coatings included: strings of shells stuck together, small debris,

and bubbles. We have continually examined and modified our equipment and process

control with the result that our yield was improving by the end of FY93.

Diagnostic Gas Filling of Plastic Shells. We completed the gas fill system in February.

The system has four small fill chambers each of which can be isolated from the others. Two

of the chambers can each hold two shell-filled capillaries and the other two chambers can

hold one capillary each, for a total of six capillaries. We use a 21% argon in deuterium

mixture for fills. The amount of argon entrapped in the PVA-coated shells according to

pressure measurements made with the X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) system at LLNL was

nearly always less than our calculations predicted. We are working with LLNL staff to

resolve this discrepancy.

Production. We delivered 20 capsules of one type and 31 capsules of another in

response to a request for 20 capsules from each of the two types. The capsules were
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characterized by LLNL and found to meet all their requirements. Although the argon

content measured was less than expected, the capsules were still useful to LLNL.

1.2.7. LL05 CHARACTERIZATIONDEVELOPMENT

LL05 was a multi-part task grouped under the general heading of Characterization

Development. As part of this task we developed a calorimetric technique to determine the

amount of hydrogen contained in ICF capsules. We investigated the applicability of a

spherical interferometry technique to the measurement of surface roughness on ICF

capsules. We constructed a cryogenic insert to do liquid layering experiments. We started

work on thermal and fluid mechanical modeling of liquid layers. That work will continue

into FY94. We also constructed an automatic capsule sorter to help select drop tower

polystyrene shells for PVA overcoating.

We had good results using the calorimetric fuel measurement technique and the

calorimeter we designed and built for it. We measured the dew point of an 800 i.tm shell

having a nominal fill pressure of 50 atmospheres of D2. Our measurement gave a fill

pressure of 47.4 atmospheres. The standard optical dew point method gave a comparable

measurement of 49.3 atmospheres. In FY94, we expect to improve the calorimetric model

to better represent the data and to investigate how well this technique works near the critical

point. Our investigations indicated that calorimetry becomes more difficult in the critical

region due to increased thermal time constants of the hydrogen fluid. It will be useful to

know how close to the critical point we can reasonably expect to make a measurement.

Our investigation of the application of spherical interferometry for ICF capsule surface

measurement indicated that the technique has a resolution comparable to that of Atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM). Our results were not optimal because the LANL WYKO

interferometer used for this investigation was not designed to work with millimeter-size,

transparent, hollow spheres. The surface maps we generated for transparent capsules

contained spurious features due to reflections from inner capsule surfaces. Therefore, after

our initial experiment, all further experiments were performed using opaque spheres.

Further work remains to be done on a software algorithm to convert raw surface data files

into a 4_ map of the surface.

We began an experiment to determine the physical limits of the thermal gradient liquid

layering technique. Our primary goal is to measure the thickness of a liquid layer as a
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function of the temperature gradient placed across a shell. We wish to determine the

maximum practical layer thickness one can obtain with this method. This experiment differs

from previous measurements in the method used to create the temperature gradient.

Previous experiments have used devices such as thermally regulated gas jets aimed at the

shell or thermal gradients imposed upon a surrounding helium atmosphere. We use a heater

and thermometer assembly placed directly on top of the shell and attach a cold finger to the

bottom of the shell. This arrangement is not expected to provide ideal symmetry for liquid

layering, but it is simple, gives very good thermal contact to the shell, and allows us to

directly measure the temperature gradient across the shell.

Preliminary results have been obtained for our thermal and fluid mechanical modeling

effort using a commercial differential equation software package. We made a simple model

of heat and mass flow in a D2 gas bubble maintained in D2 liquid with a predefined

thermal gradient. We also modeled the conduction of a multi-layered shell of polystyrene,

liquid D2, and D2 vapor in a helium gas atmosphere. This was also done with a predefined

thermal gradient.

We completed the construction of an automatic shell sorter. The shell sorter can sort

shells by size, roundness, and wall thickness. Its shortcoming is the speed at which these

tasks are accomplished. As currently configured, it can work unattended overnight to

recover a few hundred shells from an unsorted batch of several thousand shells. A large

percentage of the time needed to do a sort is consumed by computer processing of the

digital shell images. We expect to acquire a faster computer by FY95 that can increase the

data processing rate by a factor of two to four.

1.2.8. LL06 MICROMACHINEDTARGETCOMPONENTFACILITY

In the Micromachined Target Component Facility task we procured, installed, and set

up a Micromachining Facility at General Atomics. The primary component of this facility is

a Preciteeh Ultra-Precision Diamond Turning Lathe which we received in July, 1993. We

then trained personnel in the operation of the micromachining equipment, and once the

personnel were trained, we produced a set of precision machined test mandrels to

demonstrate the capability of the facility. These mandrels were delivered to LLNL for

capability validation at the end of FY93.
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1.2.9. LL07TARGETCOMPONENTELECTROPLATINGFACILITY

In the target component electroplating facility task, we procured and installed

equipment for electroplating of LLNL specified components. In doing so, we copied as

closely as possible the electroplating equipment at Rocky Flats. We then trained personnel

in the operation of the facility and subsequently electroplated a series of specimens to

validate the capability of the facility.

1.2.10. LA01COMPOSITEPOLYMERCAPSULES

In June, we delivered 14 capsules in response to an urgent request for 10 capsules with

standard specifications. We delivered the capsules within two weeks of receiving the

request.

We delivered 36 capsules called "Exacts" for the "Symimage" experiments. The

experimenter requested capsules of nearly identical diameters and wall thicknesses. Four

capsules were required, one of each combination of Argon/No Argon and Chlorine/No

Chlorine. The four capsules had to be within 5 I.tmof each other for inside diameter, within

0.5 lam of each other for the polystyrene plus PVA thickness, and within 1 I.tmof each other

for the GDP layer thickness. These are very restrictive specifications, about an order of

magnitude tighter than usual.

In July, we prepared and characterized nearly 50 batches of chlorinated and non-

chlorinated polystyrene shells before we found enough batches that met the tight wall

thickness and inner diameter specifications. In August, we coated the shells with PVA. In

September, we GDP coated the shells with CH, fully characterized them, and delivered 36

capsules. Matching the four best capsules was done at LLNL; many matches were found.

1.2.11. LA02ONSITESUPPORTFORLANL

This task included the services of two individuals: a scientist onsite at LANL to

support cryogenic target development activities, primarily by examining B-layering; and a

technician onsite at LLNL to perform final assembly of LANL NOVA targets. Late in
FY93, a few miscellaneous activities were added to the task.

CryogenicTargetDevelopmentActivities.In FY93, John Simpson performed cryogenics

experiments at LANL focused on the examination of deuterium-tritium (DT) solid layers
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inside a copper cylinder having an inner-diameter of 2 mm, and on the characterization of

these layers for surface roughness. This work included: design and installation of an

electronic system used to synchronize Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) image acquisition to

cryostat motion; purchase and installation of a new flash illuminator used to minimize

exposure times and thermal perturbations of the DT solid layer; installation of a new

instrument bus control board and data acquisition software to allow automated image

acquisition, including automated DT cell temperature control; and data reduction and analysis

of both experiments using new analysis software written by Evan Mapoles of LLNL.

The first experiment produced a solid DT layer 125 I.tm thick and ran for about

46 hours. The final layer had a surface roughness of about 1.8 [tm root-mean-square (rms).

The DT surface finish continued to improve throughout the experiment, showing the

process had not yet come to equilibrium. A new nonlinear fitting routine in the analysis

software reduced edge finding scatter by a factor of five, thereby improving the resolution
of surface finish details.

The final DT layering experiment in FY93 produced a layer 139 _tm thick and used

new electronics to synchronize image acquisition to cryostat motion as well as a new flash

unit for the cell illumination system. Jitters in image position and focus were significantly

reduced by synchronization, thereby improving our image resolution. The flash unit, which

was synchronized to the camera shutter and replaced the Continuous Wave (CW)

incandescent light, gave us the ability to shorten image exposures to 2 msec and

dramatically reduced the effect of cryostat induced image blurring during the exposure

interval. The short illumination intervals also virtually eliminated thermal perturbation

effects of the light source on the DT solid layer. For this experiment, we made surface

roughness measurements at three temperatures and achieved a surface finish of 1.7 lain rms.

Data also indicated that we may have had a deuterium rich fuel mixture, instead of the

expected 50-50 mix.

TargetAssembly Activities. We hired a technician, Kett Gifford, who started in late

October. He was trained at LANL and LLNL. He assembled and characterized various

classified and unclassified targets, characterized glass shells, and prepared Formvar films

and other target components.

MiscellanoousActivities. Two activities were added to this task in late FY93. In one,

Jon Larsen of Cascade Applied Sciences, developed software for operation of the
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Powellscope at LANL. In the other, Dave Diffenderfer of WJSA, performed scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) analysis on a 16-hole x-ray aperture plate.

1.2.12. LAO3CHARACTERIZATIONOFOPAQUEBETA-LAYEREDTARGETS

This task was centered on two projects. One is the development of an instrument for

examining targets using Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS). The other is the

development of 1-dimensional (l-D) spatially resolved Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

for examining beta-layered targets and the beta-layering process for isotopic symmetry.

The RUS instrument was enhanced in a number of ways and initial testing begun. We

replaced the prior ultrasound transducers with new very compact transducers arranged in a

tetrahedral configuration. The cryostat was modified to provide electrical isolation to the

transducers and their electronics from the cryostat. To eliminate low frequency noise

induced by the cryostat vibration, a noise reduction circuit was designed and tested. The

data acquisition and control system hardware and software were upgraded. The RUS testing

was begun using a stainless steel ball.

The 1D-NMR instrument development started this year. Neil Alexander built

prototypes and collected data on hydrogen to gain experience in preparation for examining

DT systems. A prototype double resonance (D and T frequencies) NMR probe was

successfully built. A proton NMR probe was outfitted with several designs of magnetic

field gradient coils that produce the one dimensional spatial resolution. This probe was used

to obtain 1-D proton projection images of several samples. These included liquid acetone,

water, and gaseous molecular hydrogen together with solid molecular hydrogen. A number

of components for the DT probe were purchased, including a continuous flow liquid helium

cryostat, temperature controller, sapphire sample cell, and plated Radio frequency (RF)

transmission line tubing.

1.2.13. LAO4MICROENCAPSULATEDSHELLS

The objective of the Microencapsulated Shells task was to continue the development

of techniques for efficient production of multi-millimeter, high quality, polymer shells.

Both theoretical and experimental techniques were applied toward this end. We formulated

a mass transfer model of the solidification process to better understand the transport

phenomena. In addition, we measured phase equilibrium of the mixture of polystyrene,
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water, and methylethyl ketone using thermal optical analysis. We optimized the organic

solution process by statistical experimental techniques and improved controlled-mass

microencapsulation shell handling methods and system capacity.

The first step toward a better fundamental understanding of microencapsulation was

the formulation and implementation of a mass transfer model of the solidification process.

We developed the governing equations from first principles and selected appropriate

constitutive equations to obtain meaningful results. After formulating the problem, we

solved the equations using the Galerkin Finite Element method and completed a model for a

single-solvent polystyrene solution.

To optimize the organic solution composition, we applied statistical experimental

methods to the complex emulsion method of microencapsulation. Solvents for the studies

were methylethyl ketone, 1,2-dichloroethane, benzene, and styrene. The responses we

measured were: shell diameter, wall thickness, vacuoles, sphericity, and wall uniformity.

After examining the results, it appeared that the optimum composition for any given

variable was outside the range of the experiments. Therefore, we recast the results in terms

of solubility parameters. Applying solubility parameters to the results allows us to expand

our predictive capability to solvents beyond the limited number tested.

We made many improvements to the controlled-mass microencapsulation system. The

most important advance was in the actual design of the triple-orifice droplet generator.

Previously, assembly was tedious and difficult. Now, with our new design, the whole

assembly simply screws together and the precisely machined parts act to align the orifices

concentrically. The next improvement was the column configuration. We changed the

column shape from a cylinder to a cone. This improved the suspension of shells in the

column and increased the yield of any given run. We also increased the capacity of the

equipment by assembling a parallel fluid handling system. After completing these

improvements, we confirmed the controlled-mass nature of the triple orifice system from

product shells. We were able to consistently produce shells of 1 mm size, 5 lain wall

thickness, with narrow distribution (x'-0.15 mm diameter and :1:2lam wall). The next step is

to improve sphericity and concentricity to target quality.
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1.2.14. LAO6 SMALLGLASSSHELLDELIVERIES

The goal of this task was to manufacture and deliver approximately 50 high quality

glass shells to meet LANL's target requirements. Before shell manufacturing could begin,

we needed to complete the shakedown of the glass shell tower and develop glass frit

production capability. In the interim, while awaiting completion of the production facilities,

we were to sort through available stock to find suitable shells for delivery.

All glass shell deliveries were made from stock. The first delivery of 21 fully

characterized shells and 30 witness shells was made in January 1993, and the second

delivery of 20 fully characterized shells and 30 witness shells was made in July 1993.

Prospective batches were first located in the inventory records and then examined under an

optical microscope to verify that the batch had the potential to provide shells with the

requisite properties. In general, the shells were heavily weathered and only a fraction of

the potential batches were worth processing further. Selected batches were sieved and

washed to remove weathering features and provide a clean cut of shells with the required

outside diameter. Individual shells were selected to meet the delivery requirement using an

optical and interference microscopy to measure shell diameter, sphericity, wall thickness,

and wall uniformity.

The witness shells were selected, sieved and washed in the same manner as the

deliverable shells, but were not characterized further. All shells were delivered in egg

crates, ready for tritium filling.

1.2.15. NR01 NAVALRESEARCHLABORATORY(NRL)TARGETDEVELOPMENT

At the beginning of FY93, we selected three methods of producing thin, uniform films

of CH polymer for study and evaluation. These were: parylene coating of fiat glass

substrates, coating of a glass substrate pulled from a solution of a polymer at a uniform rate,

and polystyrene film casting from a solution on a still water surface.

We demonstrated the capability to produce high quality CH films. The film quality

produced in the parylene system was better than the 10 nm roughness required for the NRL

CH-film targets. The parylene system also demonstrated that films of CH with a doping of

chlorine could be produced. Further work on the parylene system is required to demonstrate
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the capability of producing high quality parylene films in the 45 to 100 lam thicknesses

required for the NRL NIKE targets.

A system was assembled by which clean, glass microscope slides can be pulled at a

uniform rate from a solution of polystyrene in suitable solvents to produce films of

polystyrene. However, because of the success of the cast film deposition method, the pulled

film technique was not pursued beyond the demonstration phase.

We used two techniques in our attempts to attain the demanding NRL surface finish

specifications. We began with the historical technique of heating the polymer between two

optical flats. However, as we improved the surface finish, the polystyrene film became more

difficult to remove from the flats without damaging the film. The obvious answer was to

cast the film on a liquid substrate. High purity water proved very successful. We overcame

film curvature caused b.y water evaporation and meniscus effects by casting large (6 inch)

diameter films and by using high humidity environments. We experimented with various

molecular weights of polystyrene and various solvent solutions to enhance production,

handling, and target assembly processes. With the use of a clean room, we have been able to

cast sets of films meeting the stringent surface and volume specifications for the NIKE CH-

film targets.

In a strongly interactive design effort with NRL staff members, we designed a CH-film

target mount which will satisfy the many requirements associated with the NIKE laser

system. The mounts were made from a polycarbonate material by using inexpensive,

injection molding techniques. Dimensional tolerances of :t:25 Ixm were maintained in the

injection molding process.

We used optical microscopy, interferometry, and photon tunneling microscopy as the

primary techniques for characterization of the polymer films for NIKE targets. Prototype

CH-film targets were assembled and delivered to NRL for evaluation by the NIKE program

staff. We assembled CH-film targets on a routine basis and are storing them to be used as

needed by the NIKE program.

We designed and fabricated much of the apparatus necessary to begin studies on the

production of planar layer cryogenic targets for the NIKE laser experiments. Temperature

measurement and control systems and a high vacuum pumping station have been purchased

and a liquid helium dewar has been ordered.
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1.2.16. SL01 FABRICATIONOFFOILSANDFILTERS

Work on this task continued uninterruptedfrom last year with production of various

types of flat films and filters for Sandia National Laboratory(SNL). Altogether more than

1100 films and filters of 11 different general types were fabricated, characterized and
delivered under this task in FY93. In addition, an engineer assigned full-time at SNL

fabricated another 640 films and filters using equipment at SNL.

1,2.17. UR01OMEGAUPGRADECRYOGENICTARGETSYSTEM

During FY93, the GA/WJSA team worked on layering and characterization of

cryogenic ICF targets and the system engineering for the OMEGA Upgrade cryogenic

target delivery system. We evaluated thermal gradient layering of liquid hydrogenic targets

for its suitability for production of OMEGA Upgrade cryogenic targets. This involved

support of the experimental layering activities at LLNL and phenomenological modeling of

the thermal gradient layeringof D 2.

Two Ma,:h Zehnder interferornetry systems were borrowed from the University of
Rochester, modified and evaluatt ¢or their ability to characterize millimeter-size

transparent shells with hydrogenic fro : layers up to 100 _tmthick.

We developed a Research and Development (R&D) program plan for determining

acceptable cryogenic target layering techniques. The plan addressed issues that need to be

resolved for both solid and liquid layering as well as the development of characterization

techniques.

System engineering activities included: a design and proof-of-principle testing of the

high pressure (1500 atmosphere) cryogenic booster system for the University of Rochester

DT fall station, a design for the method for handling (removal and transport from the DT fill

station) of cryogenically cooled DT-filled targets, and a design for cryogenic storage of DT

and D2filled targets. We achieved pressures of 1600 atmospheres in a custom designed gas

intensifier system. We constructed an apparatus that allows us to test vacuum seals of

various designs for their ability to be made and broken at cryogenic temperatures. Several

prototype target manipulators were built and operated in a test stand.

We assisted the University of Rochester's target support efforts, proposing a tripod

target mounting technique and providing analysis of potential vibrational modes.
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We also developed a program plan for designing and constructing the OMEGA

Upgrade Cryogenic Target Handling System. This included a Work Breakdown Structure

(WBS), a project schedule, and a project cost estimate based on the WBS.

1.2.18. UR02LLEMATERIALSDEVELOPMENT

The LLE Materials Development task had two components: synthesis of

poly[perdeutero(trimethylsilyl)styrene], and synthesis of a polymer which is opaque at

350 nm and transparent at visible wavelengths.

Anthracene was found to be a candidatechromophore for the ultraviolet/visible optical

characteristics desired. We sought to replace the phenyl ring of styrene with anthracene, to

make vinylanthracene, and to replace the phenyl rings of parylene with anthracene to make

(2,2)(9,10) anthracenophane. The UV-visible spectrum of poly(vinyl anthracene) was

measured in solution, and found to have the optical characteristics desired. At 350 nm, a

10 Ftmfilm would have a transmission of 10"s'st, only 30 ppb of light will be transmitted.

Vinyl anthracene was difficult to polymerize to high molecular weight, and shells made

from the polymer were mechanically weak. Anthracenophane was synthesized by literature

methods. It could be vaporized at 150°-200°C, and cracked to the reactive monomer at

300°C, to make a deposited polymer.

The synthesis of perdeuterated trimethylsilylstyrene was attempted from deuterated

styrene. The synthesis route,sought to make perdeuterated bromostyrene in four to five steps.

The yield of product in several steps was lower than expected, and at one step, no product

was obtained. However, we identified an impurity and used it to continue toward the

product. Some 10-20 grams of perdeuterated trimethylsily styrene was ultimately produced.
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2. CAPABILITIESDEVELOPMENT

A significant portion of our activities was devoted to developing fabrication and

characterization techniques for the production of ICF target components.

2.1. SHELLFABRICATION

Thin walled glass and polymer shells are routinely used as fuel containers in ICF

implosion targets. Polymer shells, with their lower atomic mass and thus lower susceptibility

to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, are of primary interest as modem ICF targets. Glass shells

formed the basis of early ICF experiments and are still required for laser diagnostics. Both

glass and polymer shells are made in drop towers. Whereas glass easily retains deuterium and

tritium fuel gases, polystyrene (PS) shells require an additional coating of polyvinyl alcohol to

form useful targets.

2.1.1. POLYSTYRENESHELLTOWER

The Capability Activation task was completed in the key areas of coatings and

characterization so that production and delivery of ICF capsules and components to the
national ICF Laboratories could commence.

The polystyrene shell tower is a 20 foot tall piece of six inch pipe, heated over the top

twelve feet. Droplets of polystyrene dissolved in methylene chloride are dropped into the top

of the tower. As the droplets fall, the solvent evaporates and blows the polystyrene into

hollow shells. The standard means of droplet formation is via Rayleigh breakup of a laminar

jet whereby a mechanical transducer induces the desired disturbance frequency on a jet whose

flow rate is determined by a syringe pump. In FY93, we developed an alternative droplet

generator that uses piezoelectric material.

Under a negative electric field, a piezoelectric material increases in thickness in the

direction of the field while decreasing in the dimensions normal to the field so as to maintain

constant volume. The piezoelectric droplet generator shown in Fig. 2-1, has electrodes on the
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inside and outside surfaces of the piezoelectric cylinder. If the outside electrode is maintained

at ground potential and a negative voltage is applied to the inside electrode, the cylinder wall

thickens, its mean diameter remains constant (decreasing the inside diameter), and the

cylinder height decreases. The result is a decrease in the internal volume of the cylinder. The

change in volume can be calculated from the properties of the piezoelectric material and the

geometry of the cylinder.

We characterized our piezoelectric droplet generator to determine its operational

characteristics. Figure 2-2 shows the calculated and measured volume displacement of the

generator as a function of the imposed voltage. The volume displacement was found by

measuring the linear displacement of a liquid meniscus in a capillary tube connected to the

generator. The measured volume displacement for a constant voltage was close to the

predicted value, however, when we used a 30 Hz square wave, the displacement was only a

quarter of its steady-state value.
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We originally expected that the droplet generator would be capable of operating in a

deterministic mode wherein the volume of the droplet would be uniquely fixed by the

voltage imposed. The lower than expected dynamic displacement measurements indicated

that deterministic operation would be difficult to achieve. The most probable cause of the

low dynamic displacement was the presence of a compressible material within the cylinder

volume, the most obvious being small gas bubbles. Although every effort was made to

remove air bubbles, it was possible that some small air bubbles were still present. A

second source of compressible material is the rubber gasket material used to seal the

piezoelectric cylinder to the end flanges. A third source is the liquid in the cylinder.

Although we normally consider liquids to be incompressible, the compressibility of a

liquid is significant when compared to the volume of a droplet. The droplet volume

required for shell production is in the range of 0.1 to ().3pl, but, a one atmosphere
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pressure change in the droplet generator cylinder results in a volume change of 4.0 lat.

When the droplet generator was operated at voltages corresponding to those predicted for

the deterministic mode, no droplet formation was observed. In order to form droplets, it

was necessary to use voltages at least an order of magnitude greater.

Although the piezoelectric droplet generator does not appear to be operable in the

deterministic mode, it can operate in a dynamic mode. In this mode, the droplet volume is

determined by both the imposed voltage andthe pulse width. When operated in this mode, the

generator gave erratic results and the voltage required to obtained droplet formation varied

widely from run to run. At times the droplet size distribution was unimodal, but more often it

was not. The presence of air bubbles was the probable reason for the lack of reproducibility.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. L. Brown (GA) or Dr. C. Hendricks (WJSA).

2.1.2. PVACOATINGS

Polystyrene shells are made impenetrable by gases by coating them with PVA. The

polystyrene shells are coated with an aqueous solution of PVA and dropped through a

heated tower where the PVA solution dries to form the permeation barrier coating. Any

desired diagnostic gas must be inside the shells before the PVA coating is applied.

The PVA coating tower, a 20 foot tall by 18 inch diameter heated tube, was completed

and put into service this year. The heating system consists of ten convection ovens, each

two feet tall. The ovens are physically, but not thermally, isolated from each other by a

sheet metal partition. A fan within each oven section mixes the air and directs it past a

heating element to produce a constant air temperature within the section. The air

temperature within each zone is monitored by a temperature indicating controller.

One section of the tower was instrumented with thermocouples to permit

measurement of the temperature around the circumference of the process tube. Figure 2-3

indicates the temperature of the process tube without the fan running, with the fan

operating as originally designed, and after airflow modifications were made to improve

temperature uniformity in the oven.

We obtained best temperature uniformity in the oven by adding a second fan to the

blower and connecting a duct from the coolest comer of the oven to the blower. A small
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secondary opening in the duct was located in the backcornerof the oven. Figure 2-4 shows
the location of the duct within the oven. With the modifications, the circumferential

temperatureis uniformto better than:t:1°C.

For further information, please contact D. Husband or W. Baugh (GA).

2.1.3. FRITPRECURSOR

We refurbisheda spray dryerobtained from LLNL to producemonosize frit particles for

the manufactureof glass shells. Several batchesof frit were produced using the spraydryer,

however, its heating system contaminatedthe frit with metallic oxide particles. The heating

elements of the airheating system sloughed off rustparticleswhich were entrainedin the hot

airused in the spraydryer.In addition,the frit particleswere friableand muchof the product
was notmonosized due to particlebreakage.

Freeze drying of droplets of frit precursor solution (produced by a droplet generator)

gave betterresults than spray drying. Whenwe freeze dried dropletsin liquid nitrogen,they

were transformed into clean, uncontaminated, monosize frit particles. The particles are
hygroscopicand must be storedatlow humidity.
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TOP VIEW

•: 'llqulr_t Ctge" Fen ThermooaupleConduit Air InM

Fig. 2-4. Top view of modified PVA tower oven.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. C. Hendricks (WJSA).

2.1.4. GLASSSHELLTOWER

The glass shell tower was operatedusing frit producedby the spray dryer.The quartz

process tube limited the operating temperatureto 1375°C. At this temperature,only a few
small thick-walled shells wereproduced.

The quartz process robe was attacked by alkali vaporizedfrom the frit even though the

processtube was protectedwith a sacrificiallining of one foot sections of quartztubing. The

alkali vapors attackedthe process tubeat each joint in the sacrificial lining andeven welded

the lining to the processtube in places. While tryingto remove the sacrificial lining, we broke

the quartztube. Although only a small fractionof the wall of the quartztubewas damaged,

we did not to attemptto repairit because preferred,high-temperature,aluminaprocess tubes
had arrived.
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The alumina tubes were not available in the length required for the glass tower. We

therefore installed a pair of tubes such that the smaller upper tube slipped into the lower tube
i

with an overlap of about one foot. The top tube is suspended from an upper ball joint and the

lower tube is supported from a ball joint clamped to the tube near its bottom. The bail joints

are stainless steel and rest in conical holes in support plates that are positioned with jack

screws to align the process tubes. At the end of FY93, we had configured the glass shell tower

with the alumina tubes but had not yet tested it at temperature.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. L. Brown (GA).

2.2. COATINGSFABRICATION

A polymer coating must be appliedto the shells to serve as anablator.

2.2.1. GDPCOATINGS

Having completed capabilities validation in FY92 using the first GDP coater, assembled

at GA with an LLNL helical resonator, we were ready to produce capsules according to

customer specifications. We coated capsules for three customer orders in FY93. Each

production coating run successfully produced the desired coating within customer

specifications for thickness and surface finish. Table 2-1 shows the number of capsules

ordered, the required tolerances, the time elapsed between the receipt of the substrates and the

iili!!iii !i  !i!!iili i!iiiiii iii ii iiiiiiiii!ii!iii ir • ii iili !i
il i!ii!iii:i_!i_!_GDPPRODUCnONCOA_NGRUNSTAnSnCS :::::,:,:::,:,,::_:::'":::':'

!:ii3i!!:ii:iiii!:! ::.:::::::,:::.

iiii!iiii;i!!iiiiii WALL Wm_-W_ GDPRuN CAPSULE iiiiiiiii!:i!;:ii:

ii!i_i!ii!ii!iiiillORDER.CAPSU.ESTOtERNCE TOtERNCE DURAT_ Y_LD CAPSULESiiii!iiii!iiiiili!

-_i!i_iiiiii_ii!:
:ii:iiii?iii!ili!_1 1A 20 :t-5 ±S 7 75 20 ::_:_::_::
!i!iiiiiilil;i!ilil........ 1B 20 :L-5 :L-5 8 75 31 i:i: i
_ii:ii!_ili!i_iiiii i_i!ii!_:i_i!:!i_:i:i:i:i:::_:i:i::2 10 :L'5 :I:5 5 75 14 ............!!!:iiiiii_!!!!iiii ::::ii!ii:ii!iiiii
:'+:':::+:: .::i:i:i':i:i:i::
;!iii_iiiiiiiiiiii!3 4 :1:2 :L'0.5 9 66 36 ii!_%i;iii
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completion of the run, the yield of target quality capsules, and the number of capsules

delivered for each GDP production coating run.

2.2.1.1. SecondGDPCoater

The objective of this portion of the task was to produce target quality coatings using the
second GDP coater assembled at GA. (This coater employs a helical resonator also assembled at

GA.) In early April, the second coater produced a good quality 43.5 I.tmthick CH coating on

PVA-eoatedpolystyrene capsules, as shown in Fig. 2-5. However, subsequent runs occasionally

produced coatings with an unacceptable number of domes. During the second half of FY93,

urgent customer requests for deliverables hampered our ability to conduct validation runs on the

second coater. Due to these requests, we had to designate almost all target quality PVA coated

shells to production runs at the expense of validation runs on the new coater. PVA coated

capsules are needed for validation runs because they behave differently in the coater than

uncoated polystyrene capsules _ef. 2-1]. At the close of FY93, we initiated a series of coating

runs which lead to capability validation of the second coater in early FY94.
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22.12. GDPDiagnostics

We developed two diagnostics for our ODP coaters. The fi:st diagnostic continuously

monitors the plasma H,_line emission from the coater. As typical capsule coating runs are
several days in duration,a diagnostic that monitorscoater operationwhen no one is present

can prove useful. The second diagnostic is an in-situ diameter measuringsystem that may

allow us to determineGDP coating thickness without having to remove shells from thecoater
andrisk contamination.

HaUneEmission.Figure2--6showsatraceofanapparentvariationinHalineemission.

The monitordetectsandrecordstheintensityoflightemittedfromtheplasmatubeasa

functionoftime.The highlightoutputrecordedattheendofthetracecorrespondedtoa

situationwheretheplasmaextendedhighintotheplasmatube,nearertothedetectorport.Ina

runwherethisconditionwaspersistent,thecapsulecoatingratewasabnormallylowandthe

tubereceiveda thickenedcoating.Thistracingalsoshowsa periodofrapidfluctuationin

lightoutputprecedingthemovementofthebrightestglowingregionintotheupperpartofthe

tube.Investigationofthisphenomenonmay helpusunderstandtheoperationofthehelical
resonators.

The operation of a helical resonator is complex. Within the helical resonatorcoil, the

distribution of the magnetic field intensities is a function of frequency. Furthermore, the

helical resonators are run near the series resonantfrequency.Brusasco and Fergusson have

,i r k  ,!ili!iiii!iii!!!!iiii!ii!! iiii!!!i iiiii

Relative " ::i:,:::
Intensity _:ii_ii':iiiii

_:iiii_ii_ii!!ililI :;_:ii!!;:_:i!iii

!ii_!iiii:ii!i!i;! - -./:_ii!.:
i;ii!i?_i!i!i!ii!!': ,:i_!i'::::i::':::i:i

Fig. 2-6. Ha line emission of GDP coater over 11.5 hours.
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found that the magnetic field distribution changes rapidly with changes in frequency near

this point [Ref. 2-2]. To complicate things even more, the presence of plasma changes the

series resonant frequency, as does the position of the RF shield, so that it is difficult to

know where one is operating with respect to resonant frequency. At some frequencies near

series resonance, the currents in different regions of the resonator coil are nearly equal

[Ref. 2-3]. This could give rise to an unstable situation, with the plasma distribution

changing in response to small changes in the impedance of circuit elements due to minor

changes in the coater environment.

In-SltuCapsuleDiameterMeasurement.We have been developing a diagnostic which will

measure capsule diameters while the capsules are still in the GDP coater. With this ability, we

will be able to stop coating capsules when they have increased in size by the desired amount.

This diagnostic consists of a Pulnix camera (Model TM745E) attached to an Optem 6:1 zoom

lens. The images this system provides are measured from a monitor using a Techni-Quip

digital video caliper (Model T-Q/DMZR-YC). Our goal is to measure coating thickness to

within :!5 I.tmusing this system.

We determined the accuracy of this system by measuring the diameters of capsules of

known size. After incorporating the digital video caliper and using National Institute for

Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable spherical calibration standards, we found its

accuracy to be better than 1%. Based on this result, we felt that thickness determination by

measuring diameter change was feasible and proceeded to determine the accuracy we could

achieve when measuring the average coating thickness of a batch of shells.

To make this determination, we measured the diameter of capsules in-situ (in the coater)

before and after coating. Since we had no way of labeling capsules within the coater and

because the field of view was not large enough to measure all the shells, determining the

average coating thickness of the batch posed a problem. Our solution was to use batch

sampling to determine the average capsule diameter. The accuracy of a batch average obtained

from a sample is dependent on the variability of the sampled population. For this reason, the

accuracy of the average batch diameter measurements varied, with the error approaching 5%

in one case. Thus, we decided to use batches sieved to narrow diameter ranges (10 to 20 I.tm

sieve cuts). Using this methodology, we were able to measure the batch average diameter to

anaccuracyofbetterthan1%.
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We made one batch coating thickness determination this year to test the diameter

measurement diagnostic. There was a 9% difference between the value for the coating

thickness we obtained using this diagnostic and the value obtained using the standard tool,

interferometry. This was quite reasonable in light of the 1% error in the before and after I

diametermeasurements from which the coating thickness is calculated.

2.2.1.3.DopedCoatings

We deposited a germanium-doped CH coating on a silicon wafer and glass slide by

adding tetramethyl germanium (the dopant suggested by Steve Letts of LLNL) at a rate of

0.03 seem to a feedstock mixture of 0.14 sccm trans-2-butene and 10 seem hydrogen. We

used a coating chamber pressure of 75 mTorr and an RF power setting of 10 W. These

conditions produced an 18.5 I.tmthick coating in 24 hours.
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weight %)germanium by doing energy dispersive analysisof the characteristic x-rays generated

in an SEM and comparing the results with those obtained from a germanium sample.

Forfurther information,please contact J. Ankney (GA).

2.2.2. PARYLENECOATINGS

In FY92, we assembled a parylenecoating system for coating fiat substrates [Ref. 2-4].

In FY93, we modified and upgradedthe coater to allow us to coat ICF capsules.A schematic

of the coateris shown in Fig. 2-8.

The following modificationswere made to the basic system:

• Forbettertemperaturecontrolofthesublimator,we installedatemperaturecontroller.

• We removed the quartzwool from the pyrolyzer region. It was found to be a source of

contaminationdue to fragmentsmigratingto the coating region.

•:.:.:-:.:-:-:+:. iii_i;!iiiiiiiiiii

................... "_r _ -0 _ _ _ _-n ...................""'"""
i:_:!:_:i:?:!:i:i:i:;:i:i:_:!:i:!:!:!:?H a IH a _._ i:?:;:i:;:i:i:_:!:;
................... ::::.:::::::.::::::

:.:+:,:.:+:.:.:

ilili!i;]iiiiiiiiii _ Ha Ha r CHa CHa ii!iii!ii!i!iiiiiii

.......... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.
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iiiiiii_iii!ilill Baffle,:.:+:-:.:.:.:.:..
.:+:-:.:.5:.:.:

,:.:,:.:<.:.:.:.:.

_]_]_]_]_]_]: ::::::::::::::::::::::::icF i!iiii?iliiii]iiii?

ili,,iiiiiiiiiiiili..................._:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i_,_ &/._i ! ,_____ ' '' I __"..';:::;:::;:::;:::;:_';:CAPSULeS_..................._i_!_i_i_i_,_i_i;i_::_ii;::iiii_:_i;i
;::::::::::::7::;:: /

]:]:!:i:]:i:]:i:_:?................... PYROLYZER ...................
i;_i_iii_;ii_iii_!_ _oo.,_m. c !iiiiiiiiiii!!iiiii
................... !!iiii!iii!iiiiiiii
:_:isi:i:_:!:_:_. !iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili
iii!i}!i!i!i!iiiii ChargeNeutralizationDischarge iiiiii!iiiiiiii!iii
!iiiiiiiiiii!ii! 8UBUMATOR
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i;i;iiiiiliiii!!ii: To _ ,_ iiiiiiililili;iiiiicy,o.p, iiii!ili!iiiiiiiiii
iiii!i!}i}iiiiiiiii VacuumPump _ --I / !iiii{!iii!i!i!iii!!ii!ii!ii!i!iii! Target Bouncer i!i!iiii!ili;iii!ii,:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:...........
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Fig.2-41.SchemaicoftheParyleneCoatingSystem.
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• To controlparticulatesand decreasethe temperatureof the coating material, we installed

a baffle system between the pyrolyzerandthe coating region.

• We addeda system to cool flat substratesor largesamples duringcoating.

In addition to these modifications, we installed a bounce pan system given to us by the

University of Rochester's Laboratoryfor Laser Energetics (UR/LLE). It uses a resonantly

drivencylinder to bounce the targetshells [Ref. 2-5]. To keep the shells from sticking, a glow

discharge is generated over the bounce pan [Ref. 2-6]. The electrodes that create this

discharge are designed to localize it in a column, as shown in Fig. 2-6. The discharge is

createdin argonintroducedinto this region andby an ac potentialof-500 Hz with a peak-to-

peakvoltage of-750 volts between the plateelectrodeand the bouncepan.

Coating thickness is monitored in real time using the same methodused by the UR/LLE

[Ref. 2-7]. Specificaily, a laser beam is reflected from a witness plate placed in the coating

region onto a detector.As material is depositedon the plate, light reflected from the surfaceof

the material and from the plate alternatelyinterferewith and enhance each other. This allows

determinationof the thickness of the materialdeposited.

The capabilitiesthat have been demonstratedusing the coating system are summarizedin
Table2-2.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. M. McClellan (WJSA).

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 'iiiiiiiiii
ili!illiiiiiiiiii!i CAPABIMTESOFTHEPARYLENECOATINQSYSTEM !i!iii!iiiiiiii!iiiiii_i_i_il;iiiiii

i!iiiii!iii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiliCapability Range TypicalValue iii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii}ii!iii Coatingrate 0.5--Sgrn/hr lgm/hr
;i;!;!;i;iiiiii!!ii Coatingthickness 0.6-40gm 5 gm iiii!iiii!{iiil}i
iiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiii Coatingroughness 30-2000A 200A iiii!iiiii
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2.3. CHARACTERIZATION

A key part of target fabrication is precise characterization. We have made several

improvements in characterization techniques.

2.3.1. OPTICALTECHNIQUES--PVACULL

The goal of the composite shell production task is to efficiently produce shells with

uniformwalls of properdimensionsand surface finish. It is generally accepted that the wall

uniformity of the final capsule is primarilydeterminedby the uniformity of the polystyrene

and PVA layers. Since the GDP coating process is very time consuming, it is important to

ensurethat only high qualityPVAcoatedmandrelsgo into the GDP coating chamber.

We have instituted a three-step culling process which minimizes handling of the selected

shells, retains statistical information about the defects on the rejected shells, and minimizes

labor. It utilizes a zoom microscope, selected for its low distortion lens, suspended on a boom

over a catch plate holder which allows complete inspection of 18 inch diameter catch plates

(Fig. 2-9). The zoom and focus controls are motorized. The holder is sufficiently high to

admit a microscope light base underneath. A CCD camera is mounted on the microscope; the

operator views the shells on a monitor or, through a frame grabber, on a computer screen. The

catch plate is illuminated at a glancing angle with a focused light beam to illuminate and

highlight shells so that the operator can easily find them.

In the first step, each shell is picked off the plate and placed on a freshly cleaned glass

block under the microscope. As the shell is set down, the operator examines it at low

magnification (10-50X) for a hierarchy of possible defects (dents, bubbles, debris, etc.). If

defect(s) are seen, the shell is discarded, and the highest level defect-type is incremented

in a statistical table. The catch plate is rotated as its surface is culled of shells to bring new

areas into the illuminated region for shell retrieval. This continues until the catch plate is
cleaned of shells.

Shells surviving the cursory examination are lined up in rows on the glass block and

examined by the zoom microscope at higher magnification (100X), in transmitted

collimated light (not diffuse light). With this configuration, defects only scatter light out of

(not into) the microscope's collection angle, and anomalous lenses or scatterers show up

with strong contrast. This inspection reveals many of the smaller defects, such as small
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Fig. 2--9. PVA cull microscope work-station. The catch plate, an 18 inch diameter
glass disk set in an aluminum frame, can be moved under the microscope to
view all sections; it rotates on its Teflon support pads, and slides on the
rails. The zoom microscope settings are controlled by the joy-stick on the
right of the work-station. The sample is illuminated by a fiber-optic source (in
back) reflecting off a rotatable mirror in the base.

debris or PVA "dots" (see Fig. 2-10) that can result in mounds in the GDP coating. Again

defective shells are discarded, and the defect-type tabulated. Our experience has been that

a shell showing no defects under this examination will produce acceptable GDP coatings.

Sub-micron scatterers and very weak lenses may be observed in dark field under the zoom

microscope (the collimated beam is directed so that it is not collected by the microscope

unless deflected by lenses or scatterers on the shell) but it is more efficient to do that in a

third examination. Shells which are found to be essentially defect free are left in place on

the glass block to minimize handling and loss of good shells. The rest of the shells are

discarded or set aside as witness shells for characterization of their argon content, using

XRF spectroscopy, and their surface finish, using the SEM.

In the final culling step, the remaining candidate shells are examined under a Jenavert

interference microscope for submicron flaws, and for wall thickness and uniformity. This
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microscope can image smaller scatterers than the zoom microscope. In addition,

interference fringes show long range wall thickness fluctuations, visible as fringe offsets or
irregularities(see Fig. 2-11) which were not visible in the previous examinations,but which

may allow argon or De to leak throughthe PVA layer. Acceptable shells aresent on to the
GDP coater,and defect informationis addedto the statisticaltable for the batch.

The defect information from each of these culling steps is entered into a premadeExcel

form (see Fig. 2-12). It lists the possible shell defects in an heirarchicalorder.The worst

defects ("ugly" shells) are: shells stuck to the catch plate, strings of shells, mangled shells,

large bubbles in the PVA coating, and gross debris. The less obvious defects ("bad" shells)

are:dents, small bubbles,small debris,tool marks,and "other" (PVA flow, lenses, dewetting,

etc.). This list is growing smaller over time as defects areeliminated. Each defective shell is

tabulatedonly underthe observeddefect highest in this hierarchy(no matter how many types

of defects it has). With this procedure,we know the numberof shells examinedfor any given

defect includes: the shells with that defect, shells with a defect lower in the hierarchy,and the

good shells. Thus, we can calculate the statistical occurrenceof each defect (assuming that

they all occurindependently),fromthe numberof tabulationsof a given defect divided by the
numberof shells which were examined forthatdefect.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. M. Hoppe (GA).

2.3.2. X-RAYRADIOGRAPHY--IMAGEANALYSIS

X-ray radiographyis the most direct method of measuring the outer-, inner-, and inter-

layer dimensions of composite shells. Even in the simplest composite shells, one can see a

layer contrast arising from the difference in x-ray absorptionof the differentplastics (PVA,

containing oxygen, is substantially more absorbing than polystyrene or a GDP coating), as

shown in Fig. 2-13. This layer contrast should create cusps in the radialprofile of the film

density at each edge. However, photographicgrains on the x-ray plate add noise to radial

profileswhich can easily mask the realcusps.

We developed a radial averaging computer routine to eliminate the uncertainty caused

by the film grains. The routine finds the center of a circular image, displays a selected

segment of the radius in a rectangular plot of radius distance versus angle, and computes

the radial intensity profile averaged over all angles. This routine has been added as a menu

command to Image, a "freeware" image analysis program from the National Institute of
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Fig. 2-13. (a) X-ray radiograph image of composite shell using 5 keY radiation; (b) rectangular
plot of the edge of the shell shown in (a); (c) radial gradient modification of the plot
shown in (b).

Health. We will release the modified Image program for general use after some final

polishing and checking.

The intent of the routine is to more accurately determine edge and cusp positions by

averaging the radial intensity profile over many radii. The radiograph is imaged under a

microscope, and a file created containing the complete image of the shell. The computer

file is opened in the revised Image. A user indicates the Region Of Interest (ROI) by
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selecting a rectanglewhose edges touch the outside of the shell image and starts the center

finding routine. The module calculates the average radial intensity profile for a set

of trial centers. The trial centers are changed until the maximum contrast of the radial

average profile, indicative of the shell center, is found. This routine finds the center to

sub-pixel accuracy.

The next step is to collect a final set of radialintensityinformation(it did so in the first

step, also). The userspecifies the rangeof radial distances,and the radialand angularspacing

forwhich informationis to be collected.When the radialaverageroutineis started,the program

finds the location of each point on each radius relative to the screen pixels, and calculatesits

intensityby a weightedaveraging of the intensityof the fournearestscreen pixels.

A plot is made of each radius range versus the radius angle in a new window [see

Fig. 2-13(b)], and the 360°-averagedradial intensity is put into a new dataf'fle.The plot of

radial intensity versus radial angle may be modified with the other tools in Image to enhance

visibility of the edge. The plot in Fig. 2-13(c) is the convolution of Fig. 2-13(b) with a radial

gradientplus the originalpicture. The inside edge and the PVA-GDPinterface, which in the

model occurat points of steepestslope in the intensity,arevisible as the insideedges of the dark

andlight bands,respectively,producedby the gradientconvolution.

The file containing the 360°-averaged radial intensity profile can be inserted into an

Excel spreadsheet and compared to model calculations. Figure 2-14 shows the average

profile (smooth curves) compared to a model calculation (cusped curves). The experimental

curve is smoothed by the noncircularityof the image and by the pixel resolutionof the CCD

camera[about2 I_min this case as indicatedby the roundingat the outside edge of the profile

in Fig. 2-14(a)]. The relation between film absorption and plastic thickness is non-linear

becauseof the wide spreadin absorptionlengthsof the x-ray spectrumwith which the plastic
was irradiated;the better fit took that nonlinearityinto account, while the other simulated

profileassumeda linear relationshipbetween plastic thicknessand film density.

Forfurther information,please contact Dr. R. Stephens (GA).

2.3.3. INDEXOFREFRACTIONMEASUREMENTS--INSITU

Thickness measurememsby interference microscopyrequiresknowledge of the index of

refraction,n, of the layersbeing measured,n changessignificantlywith wavelength, increasing
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Fig, 2-14, Radial film density profile for the shell shown in Fig, 2.15 compared to two simulated

curves. The model in (a) assumes a linear relationship between plastic thickness and
film optical density. The model in (b) assumes a nonlinear relationship.

at an increasingly rapid rate toward the blue end of the spectrum. The proper value of n is a

convolution of its spectral dependence with the illumination spectrum. It sometimes depends, in

addition, on preparation procedures. For instance, the index of refraction of GDP coatings

depends strongly on plasma power, gas composition, etc. As a result, we could not depend on

literature values of n for the polymers in our composite shells.
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The procedure we developed to determine shell materialn involves matching the shell

materialwitha calibratedindex-matchingoil. The sampleis immersedin the index matching

oil, as shown in Fig. 2-15, and an interferencemicroscopecomparesthe optical-path-length

throughthe oil, and through an oil/sample combination.Because n of the oil and the sample

are the same, there are no refractioneffects, and one can use any sample largeenough to see

through. Figure 2-16(a) shows a match for a 50 _tm thick GDP coating on a shell. This

matchcan determinen of the material to <0.002. The index of refractionof shell layers less

than 10 _m thick cannot be measuredby this techniquedue to magnificationlimitations.To

determinen of PVA,we measure PVAwitness stripsas shown in Fig. 2-16(c).

Getting the accuratematch shown above involves a considerable number of trials. A

very good approximationcan be made by interpolatingbetween the fringe offsets seen using

only two index matching fluids. Using an interference microscope set up as shown in

Fig. 2-16, we measure the fringeshift, fi, of the light passingthroughthe sample versus light

passing adjacent to the sample through two index matching fluids having n, of nI and n2

respectively. The fringe offsets (fl and t"2)in each case are the product of the average

wavelength, the sample thickness, and the difference in index of refraction, (nmat - ni). I

Solving for nu, the sample thickness andaverage wavelengthcancels out, to give:

f2nl-fln2

nmat = f2_fI (I)

Theresultobtainedusingthismethodcanbeconfirmedbyplacingthesampleinindex

matchingfluidofthederivedindexofrefraction.

Forfurtherinformation,pleasecontactD.Steinman(GA).

2.4. GASFILLSYSTEM

We designed and built a system for filling polymer and glass shells with up to 400 arm

(6,000 psi) of deuterium at 360°C. This is equivalent to a 200 atmosphere fill at room
temperature.

Target shells are filled with gases through the permeation process. Gas permeates

through the shell wall at a rate dependenton wall thickness, the difference in gas pressure

between the two sides of the wall, and the permeation constant. In general, the permeation
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Fig. 2-15. Side view of apparatus used for determining Index of refraction of sample material.
The cover slip provldsa • flat, dlstortlon-frH window for looking into the oil drop.
The substrata could be either reflective or transparent, to suit the requirements of
the Interference microscope.

constant increases with temperature.We permeate gas into glass shells at about 360°C to

obtainequilibriumconditionsin a reasonabletime; at room temperature, permeationis several

magnitudes slower. Polymer shells requireonly slightly elevated temperatures,about 50°C,

for acceptableratesof permeation.

Target shells can be destroyed by two processes occurring during the fill. When the

pressureoutside the shell is considerably greaterthan the pressureinside the shell, the shell

will buckle. If the pressureinside the shell is considerablygreater than the pressure outside

the shell, the shell will explode. To minimize shell destruction via buckling we take two

precautionaryactions. First, we only fill shells that have survived pressures slightly larger

than the pressurestep used during the fill. Second, we move to the final fill pressure in small

steps (to minimize shell breakage)held long enough for permeationto increase the pressure

inside the shell. We minimize explosive shell destruction by selecting shells likely to

withstandthe innerpressuredesired.

2.4.1. SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

The GA fill station is shown in Fig. 2-17. It was constructed with stainless steel tubing

and fittings from Swagelock, VCR, and HIP.The permeation cell is a 1 inch diameter tube
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Fig.2-16. White light Interferencemlcrographsof objectsin indexmatchingsolution.(a) and
(b) are of the GDP coatingof a compositeshell. The fluid is matchedin (b) and
mismatched in (a) by An = 0.002, causing the interference lines to shift
approximately1/2fringespacing(c) Is of a PVAfilm depositedon glass.

that contains an aluminum "egg crate" filled with shells. A Lindberg furnace surroundsthe

permeationcell and a vacuum pumpevacuates the system. The system is pressurized with

deuterium from a gas bottle. At pressuresbelow 1,000 psi (70 atm), the permeation cell is

filled directly from the gas cylinder.For higher pressures, a Haskel booster pump is used to

increase the pressure up to 6,000 psi (400 atm). The temperature and pressure of the

permeation cell are continually monitored. After allowing sufficient time for permeation, the

pressure in the permeation cell can be increased.When permeation is complete, the cell is

cooled and the egg crateholding the shells is removed.
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Fig. 2-17. Deuterium fill system.

2.42. GLASSSHELLFILLTEST

After assembling the system, we successfully leak checked the system at low pressure,

using a helium leak detector, and at high pressure by observing the change of pressure with

time. In FY93, we completed a test fill of glass shells to a nominal pressure of 100 all.

The shells were tested for fill pressure by interferometry and by the Gas Entrapmentin

Viscous Fluid (GEVF) technique [Ref. 2-8]. Both pressure measurement techniques were

new to GA; these glass shells were our first high pressureuse of the techniques. The results

from the tests indicated that the shells had filled to a pressureof 96 atmospheres, in good
agreement with our expected pressure.

Forfurther information, please contact W.Miller (GA).
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2.5 MICROMACHINING

An important part of ICF target fabrication is micromachiningtarget components. Our

mieromaehining capability became production-ready this year.

2.5.1. MANDRELS

The overall goal of the Micromachined Target Component Facility task was to acquire

the capability to produce micromachined target components. With assistance from LANL

personnel, we identified a diamond turning machine manufactured by the Precitech

Company of Keen, New Hampshire, as very suitable for our application. We ordered this

machine, and it was received in July, 1993. In addition, we ordered and received a laser

micrometer and a machinist's microscope for measuring the dimensions of machined

components. A fourth necessary piece of equipment, a precision indicator, was received on
loan from LANL.

Since the room originally assigned for micromachining in the GA Target Fabrication

Facility was too small to house the Precitech lathe and the diamond turning machine that

we expect to receive from the DOE Rocky Flats Plant, an additional room was constructed

within the coatings laboratory to house the micromachining equipment. This room has its

own separate air conditioning system to help maintain the micromachining equipment at a

constant temperature. In addition, the Precitech lathe has its own "air shower" which

continually bathes the lathe in constant-temperature air.

GA and WJSA personnel received training in the operation of the micromachining

equipment during extended visits at Precitech and at LANL.

A drawing of the mandrel suggested by LLNL for use in our capability validation

tests of the micromachining facility is shown in Fig. 2-18. This mandrel has many

challenging features for the machinist, including: large radii, tapers, small radii, a fiat

region, and very tight dimensional tolerances. After a period of learning to use the machine

on our own, which no amount of training by others can replace, we produced a set of

mandrels that met the specifications shown in Fig. 2-18. A scanning electron micrograph

of one of these mandrels is shown in Fig. 2-19.
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As indicated in Fig. 2-18, the smoothness of the machined surfaced is an important

quality in micromachined target components. A typical roughness measured by a surface

profilometer on the barrel of one of the test mandrels manufactured on the Precitech lathe is

shown in Fig. 2-20. This surface has an average roughness of 215 A and far exceeds that

required on the test mandrels.

The set of test mandrels produced on the Precitech lathe was shipped to LLNL for

capability validation in September of this year.

For further information, please contact Dr. J. Kaae (GA).

2.52. COATINGS

In setting up a target componentelectroplating facility, we decided the best way to

proceed would be to copy the successful target component electroplating facility at the
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Fig. 2-20. A profllometer trace of the barrel surface of a test mandrel. The average peak-to-

valley roughness is 214,6,.
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Rocky Flats Plant as closely as possible. To this end, several visits were made to observe

the equipment and procedures used at Rocky Flats.

The room previously set aside for micromachining in the GA ICF Target Fabrication

Facility was selected for the Target Component Electroplating Facility.

Necessary equipment identified in the visits to Rocky Flats was purchased or

fabricated. Included was a copy of the twelve-specimen rotator used to plate twelve

specimens at a time at Rocky Flats as shown in Fig. 2-21.

A set of rough-machinedcopper mandrels was used for tests of our plating techniques

during training of our operators. Once we had worked out the techniques, a set of reject

mandrels machined at Rocky Flats was used for plating tests. Plated specimens were

examined with the SEM and thicknesses were accurately measured with a laser micrometer.

In the course of developing techniques for plating, several types of defects were found and

eliminated. These defects were of the following types:

1. Circular defects produced by residue of cleaning solutions on the surface.

2. Non-uniform plating produced by current flow from the wire leading to the
circular anode.

3. White stains produced by incorrect post-plating cleaning.

4. Organic contamination produced by contamination of the plating solution by
unknown sources.

5. Large grains producedby a low level of brightener in the plating solution.

Several Rocky Flats-machined, reject mandrels were plated and sent to LLNL for

validation of our plating process. Shortly thereafter, we were given our first production

order for plating of specimens.
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Fig,2-21•A cross-sectionaldrawingof thespecimenrotator.Onlyoneof the 12rotatorsis
showninplace•
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3. LABORATORYRESEARCHSUPPORT

An important part of our activities is to provide technical and scientific supportat the
ICF laboratories.

3.1. CRYOGENICTRITIUM RESEARCHAT LANL

John Simpson of GA performedonsite cryogenic tritium researchactivities at LANL.

3.1.1. INTRODUCTION

Cryogenics experiments at LANL in FY93 have focused on the examinationof DT solid

layers inside a copper cylinder having a 2 mm inner-diameter,and the characterizationof

these layers for surface roughness. The DT solid layers are formed by a process known as

Beta Layering,which has been describedextensively elsewhere [Refs. 3-1 through 3-3] and

has been shown highly effective at producing uniform and smooth solid layers
[Refs. 3-4, 3-5]. Such layers are required for future ICF targets to achieve conditions

necessary for ignition. The surface quality that we have been able to produce to date is still

teo rough for the proposed National Ignition Facility (NIF) target [Ref. 3-6]. We have

therefore continued to explore techniquesfor improving layer image quality, as well as the

quality of the actual DT solid layer. This has included improving image analysis software

[Ref. 3-7], image quality with flash illuminationandcryostat/image synchronizing,and layer

quality by warmingthe DT solid to temperaturesnear the triplepoint.

During previousexperiments [Refs. 3-5, 3-8], we produceda 73 I.tmDT solid layerwith

a surface roughnessof just over 3 I.tmrms,which included a sizable (0.8 IZra)P1 defect. The

equilibrationtime constant for this experiment was unexpectedly slow (e.g., several hours),

possibly showing the effect of the cylinder re-entrantgeometry and/or a possible deuterium

rich fuel mix. These results indicatedthat the process had not yet come to equilibrium when

we terminated the experiment. Thus, our next task was to extend the experimental run far

enough for equilibriumto be reached. We were also interestedin improving the CCD image

quality by using a pulsed illumination system and by synchronizing image acquisition to
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cryostatmotioncycle.Furthermore,we attemptedtoimprovelayerqualitybyraisingtheDT

solidtemperaturetonearthetriplepoint.

3.1.2. EXPERIMENTALSET-UP

The configuration of the experimental apparatus,imaging system and synchronizing

electronics, is shown schematicallyin Fig. 3-1. All the componentsfor this experiment,except

the Macintosh computerand electronics for the PhotomctricsCCD cameraand synchronizing

electronics, are contained in a specially designed glove box that functions as a hood. This

allows us reasonableaccess to the internal apparatuswhen needed, andprovidesa fourth level

of tritiumcontainmentin case of failure of the primarycontainmentof the DT cell.

TheDT cellhasaninnerdiameterof2 mm, aninnerbore2mm inlength,andacounter-

bore3 mm indiameterby 1mm deepateachendoftheprimarycylinder.Thisre-entrant

designgivesus aclearviewoftheDT solidedge,unobscuredby theDT solidwrapped

aroundfromthecylindertothesapphirewindow.Thecellismade ofcopperandissealed

withsapphirewindowsandindiumO-rings,providinga tightlyscaledisothermalcontainer

for the DT charge.

The optical system for this experiment uses a Questar (Model QM100) long range

microscope coupled to a Photometrics (Model CE200A) CCD camera system, interfaced to a

Mac IIfx. This combination provides the equivalent of about an f/4 optical system with the

cell image nearly filling the 1024 x 1024 pixel CCD array,giving a spatial resolution of

2.5 gm per pixel. Using analysis software provide by Mapoles of LLNL, we are able to

measuresolid layer uniformityto sub-pixelresolution.The latestversion includes a non-linear

fitting algorithm that improvesour image resolution(reducesnoise floor) by almost an order

of magnitude. With this new software we are able to see DT surface changes approaching
100 angstroms in size.

Illumination for the cell is provided by a White Lightning Ultra (Model 1200) flash unit

sold by Paul C. Buff, Inc., Nashville, TN. The pulsed illumination system is synchronized to

the CCD camera shutter opening, and allows us an effective exposure time of 2 msec. This

high intensity (26,000 lumen-see) short duration light source, produces images with high

contrast and less edge smearing from cryostat motion than the images produced previously

with the CW incandescent source. This feature was only recently integrated into our system. It

was in place for the 139 gm layer experiment just completed.
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The final addition to our experimentalset-up was the system used to synchronize the

CCD image acquisition to cryostat motion using the output signal from a 1 v/g accelerometer

mountedon the refrigerator,as shown in Fig. 3-1. This system consists of an accelerometer,

signal processing and triggering electronics, and timing electronics to establish the image

acquisition cycles. We designed the electronics to enable us to select a point in the cryostat
cycle for which we would trigger our CCD cameraexposure, then trigger the camera at the

same point in the motion cycle each time. Using this system we were able to improve image

quality by reducing image to image focal shifts, reducing scatter in the DT surface power
spectra modes, and dramatically reducingshift in the image centroid (the center of the cell

image). Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show the improvement in image acquisition obtained by

synchronizingimage acquisitionto cryostat motion.
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3.1,3. DTSOLIDLAYEREXPERIMENTS

3,1,3.1,125_LmDTSOLIDLAYER

The firstDT layeringexperimentthatwe performedgave us a solid layer thicknessof
about 125 I.tm.For this experimentwe were using our old incandescentCW illumination

system,andwere not synchronizingimageacquisitionto cryostatmotion.Wewere, however,

using the latestversion of imageanalysissoftwarewith the nonlinearfittingalgorithm.The
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goal of this experiment was to run long enough to allow the equilibration process to complete,

then measure the DT layer surface finish.

The total running time for this experiment was nearly 46 hours. We set our cell

temperature at 17.5 K, although the actual cell temperature could have been a full degree

warmer because of thermal effects of the CW incandescent illumination. During the first half

of this experiment the illuminator remained on and we observed structural details in the solid

layer that did not change over time. We then began turning the illuminator off between image

acquisitions, and very quickly the layer structures began to disappear. We assumed our

illumination system was supplying thermal energy to the cell which was somehow affecting

the layering process. To minimize thermal perturbations of the solid layer, and minimize

image smear due to cryostat motion during image exposure, we decided to replace our CW

illuminator with a pulsed flash system.

The layer quality data for this experiment were reduced from the latest CCD images.

Figure 3-4 shows the 125 _tm DT solid layer inside the copper cell, and Fig. 3-5 shows the
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Fast Fourier Transform (FR3 power spectra for this DT surface and the empty cell surface.

This graph shows the layer to be of very good quality, with all modal surface defects being

less than 1 ttm. The graphs in Fig. 3-6 show a surface roughness comparison between the

73 I_mand 125 lain DT layers, and the time evolution of the 125 lain surface Finish [Refs.

3-5, 3-8]. Comparison of the data for the best layers obtained from both these experiments

shows the 73 lain layer had a surface roughness of just over 3 _tmrms at 19 hours, whereas

the 125 lain layer had a surface roughness of 1.8 lam rms after 46 hours. This figure also

shows the evolution of DT surface roughness for the 125 lain layer, which is still improving
after 46 hours.
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3.1.3.2. 139BmDTSOLIDLAYER

The next DT layering experiment we performed gave us a solid layer 139 Bm thick.

This unusually thick layer was the result of replacing the incandescent illuminator with the

pulsed flash illuminator system, and not operating CW at all. Normally we observed the DT

fill in real time with a CCD camera mounted orthogonal to the main CCD array and the

illuminator on CW. The illuminator light thus warmed the cell slightly, producing a back

pressure for the fill to work against. Consequently, a higher fill pressure was required to

produce a given layer thickness. This time, without the CW illumination, less back pressure

was produced and a 139 Bm layer resulted rather than the expected 125 Bm layer. During

this experiment, we synchronized image acquisition to cryostat motion, using the new

accelerometer and synchronized electronics to help improve solid layer image quality.

We also attempted to improve layer quality using an annealing process, whereby the

solid layer temperature is increased in small increments and layer quality is measured as the

temperature approaches the DT triple point. This process has been demonstrated in

experiments performed using solid hydrogen films [Ref. 3-6]. Our results also looked

promising, but we observed a low melting point for the DT layer that forced us to re-

examine our experiment for clues about what may be happening.

We began this experiment at a layer temperature of 17.35 K and ran for 160 hours. We

then increased the temperature to 18.32 K and ran for 23 hours, followed by another

increase to 18.82 K. Figures 3-7 through 3-10 show the results of this process. In Fig. 3-7

we show the image of the 139 Bm DT solid layer inside the copper cell at its best surface

finish.Figure 3-8 is the FFr power spectrum of this DT surface, and the empty cell power

spectrum. The best surface finish was produced at 18.82 K, but after about 1.5 hours at this

temperature, the DT surface began to degrade unexpectedly, never again to improve. After

56 hours at 18.81 K, we increased the solid layer temperature to 19.01 K, where the layer

promptly melted.

Figure 3-10 shows the results of the entire process,includingthe time evolutionof surface

roughness at each of the selected layer temperatures, and the final optimum surface finish at

each temperature. These data show the solid layer improving steadily with each temperature

increase, until 1.6 hours after the temperature was set at 18.81 K. Thereafter, the layer degraded

(softened)steadily, and promptlymelted once the temperature was set at 19.01 K.
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This DT solid layer appeared to be softening at 18.81 K, which is coincidentally the

melting point of pure D2. With this in mind, we performed another experiment using pure D2,

and measured the melting point at 18.79 K, showing that our thermometry is precise. The data

from this D 2 experiment along with that from the 139 pm DT layer experiment implies that we

may be running a D2 rich fuel mixture. If so, our equilibration time constant, and the DT layer

surface finish, should improve once we run the correct 50-50 DT fuel mix.

The possible D z rich mix could be the result of how we do our DT fills. Once we have

modified our fill technique to produce a balanced DT mix, we should see further improvements

in DT solid layer surface quality. For our next experiment, we will attempt to run a tritium rich

fuel mix, and look for a decrease in the equilibration time constant and an improvement in

layer surface finish. This will be followed by another experiment with the proper 50-50 DT

fuel mix. If our suspicion of a D 2 rich mix is correct, we will see more improvement in DT

solid layer quality.
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Fig. 3-8. Solid surface power spectra for 139 gm DT solid layer and empty
copper cell. DT Iwer spectrum is for best layer obtain_ at 18.8K.

3.1.4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of these experiments show that DT solid layers can achieve surface finishes

(roughness) of at least 1.7 l_m RMS, and that it is possible to improve the surface finish

through the process of annealing. Although these DT surface f'mishes are still a factor of three

rougher than that required by the proposed NIF target [Ref. 3--6], we have reason to believe

that we can improve layer surface quality even further.

For further information, please contact J. Simpson (GA ).
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Fig. 3-9. Time evolution of 139 rtm DT solid layer surface finish, at three
temperatures. Also shown is the constant surface finish of the
empty copper cell.

3.2. CHARACTERIZATIONDEVELOPMENTATLANL

Characterization development at LANL is centered on two projects: Resonant

Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS) and 1-Dimensional spatially-resolved Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance spectroscopy (1-D NMR). John Simpson and Jane Gibson of GA performed onsite

activities in support of the RUS research. Nell Alexander of GA performed onsite activities in

support of the 1-D NMR experiments.
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Fig, 3-10. Cumulative (RMS) surface finish of the 139 I_mDT sofid layer at
three temperatures. Also shown is cumulative (RMS) surface finish
of the empty copper cell.

3,2.1, RESONANTULTRASOUNDSPECTROSCOPY

Our task was to assist LANLin measuringD2 and DT phase transitionsinside opaque
cryogenictargetsusingRUS.

Initialexperimentsweredesignedto test RUS for its abilityto sense grosschangesin
targetgeometry.Can it distinguishasolidspherefroma spherewitha holedrilledthroughit?

Can it observea distinctionbetweena sphericalaluminumshellfilled with highpressureD2
gasandthe sameshellcooledsufficientlytocondensetheD2?
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The RUS uses a set of transducers contacting the target sphere to induce and detect

resonant ultrasonic vibrational modes of the target. One transducer is used to force the target

through a range of ultrasonic frequencies. The other transducers detect the amplitudes of

vibration at these frequencies at specific locations on the target. The highly symmetric nature

of the spherical target makes it very difficult to predict or establish the location of the target's

vibrational nodes with respect to the small number of receiving transducer locations. The

magnitude of vibration induced in a receiving transducer will vary depending on how close to

a node that receiver is. Therefore, the frequencies at which resonances occur are the only ones

that can be unambiguously determined.

We improved the RUS in a number of ways this year. We replaced the old pair of

transducers with a set of four miniature transducers, denoted as pinducers. They are arranged

in a tetrahedral configuration with the top pinducer used to drive the target and the bottom

three used as receivers, _ shown in Fig. 3--11.

We mounted the pinducers in a cryostat, cooled with a CR Cryogenics (Model 22)

closed-cycle refrigerator. To reduce noise induced from the electrical and mechanical systems

of the refrigerator, we electrically isolated the receiver electronics and added a low frequency

noise reduction circuit. We completed the data acquisition hardware and software and wrote

spectrum analysis software.

iiiiiiiii!i!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiii!iiiii21iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili!iiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiliiii!iiiiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiEiiiiiliii!iiiiiiii!!iiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii
•.'.'.-.'.'.','.-.' ::::;;:;::::::::::

:i:!:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:

iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii! :i:!:!:i:i:!:!:_!
_:_:!:i:!:i:!:i:_:_ iiiiiiii!!ii!iiill+:+:,:,:.:.:.:.;!_!i_i!_!_i_i_!i_; iiiiiii!iiiiiiii!i
:::::::::::5::::::i:_:_:i:!:::::::::: _iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii

Fig. 3-11. The RUS ......... _ Receiving Pinducers !iii!!
plnducersare .mmged !ii!iiiiiiilli iiiii!i!!iiaroundthe targetIn a

©onflgumtion.
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In later target characterization studies it will be very useful to be able to compare target

spectra with "reference" spectra. For the bottom plot in Fig. 3-12, the analysis software

compared the top two spectra and identified the peaks that are unique to each (note the

difference in the vertical scale3.All frequencies which were unique to either spectrum have an

amplitude of less than "one". All resonances with amplitude greater than "one" are seen by

both pinducers.

The RUS system is almost ready to be put to use in looking for the phase transition that

occurs upon cooling a deuterium-filled aluminum sphere. The major modification left to be

implemented is attaching sapphire micro-tips on the pinducers. This will improve the coupling

of the pinducers with the target. With the completion of this modification, the RUS system

will be ready for cryogenic tests.

Forfurther information, please contact J. Simpson or J. Gibson (GA).

3.2.2. SPATIALLY-RESOLVEDNUCLEARMAGNETICRESONANCE

Our task was to assist LANL to implement NMR experiments on DT-filled, beta-layered

targets.

Our initial NMR experiment was designed to test if the beta-layering process

[Ref. 3-9] produces a DT layer that has D and T uniformly distributed throughout the layer. If

the ratio of D to T varies, the density in the target's fuel layer will be non-uniform. This

asymmetry would impede target performance during an implosion.

There are several pathways to produce fractionation in DT during beta-layering. The

manner in which the initial puddle of slumped DT is frozen in the target can produce an initial

fractionation in the starting solid before beta-layering begins [Ref. 3-10]. The thermal

velocities of the DT species (D2, DT, "1'2)and the partial pressures of the species in the vapor

above the solid are substantially different. Deuterium tends to be preferentially deposited at

the beginning of the beta-layering process.

We will use 1D-NMR to determine the number of tritons and deuterons at each elevation

within a beta-layered DT sample. If the ratio of D to T varies with elevation, then

fractionation has occurred and beta-layering will have produced a fuel layer with asymmetric

density. Such a result is illustrated in Fig. 3-13 along with the conceptual design of 1-D NMR
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equipment. To produce a spatially resolved NMR signal in the vertical direction, we added a

set of coils to the usual RF coil to makethe magneticfield gradientvertical and uniform.With

the field gradient added, each RF frequencycorrespondsto a separateelevation within the

sample. Elevation is given by the frequency divided by the field gradient divided by the

magneto-gyricratio of the nuclei underobservation.The magneto-gyricratio of D and T are

substantially different, which makes them easily distinguished with NMR. The spatial

resolutionis given by dividing the NMR line-width by the field gradientin appropriateunits.

In solid DT at a temperaturenear the triple point, a field gradient of about 9 G/cm will

provide a resolutionof 0.5 mm. The sapphirecell that will be used in this experiment has an

inside diameter of 5 mm and a height of 8 mm. The field gradient will easily be able to
distinguishthe DT at the top and bottomof the cell.

We used a VarianUnity 400 NMR spectrometer[Ref. 3-11] with a 9.4 tesla warm-bore

magnet to gain experience with imaging protons in liquids and solids, including molecular

hydrogen, and to test field gradientcoil designs. The disassembled major components are

shown in Fig. 3-14. On the far left is the warm-bore superconducting magnet. To its

Fig.3-14. NMRprobeandcryostatareshownremovedfromthemagnet.
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immediate fight is the Oxfordcontinuous flow liquid helium cryostat used to cool the NMR

probe.The probe is to the right of the cryostat and is shown without a sample in the RF coil

and with the gradientcoil removed.The probe is normally inserted in the cryostat, which is

inserted into the magnet. The probe body consists entirely of a 1.25 inch diameter, 75 f_

impedance, plated stainless steel transmissionline. The RF and gradient coils are located at

the bottom of the transmission line. The transmission line is topped by an RF tuning and

matching network. The sample cell is filled via a non-conducting tube fed through the

inside of the inner conductor of the transmission line. Another spectrometer is available in

a facility cleared for tritium work. It is a BrUkerCXP 213 MHz spectrometer with a 4.7

tesla warm-bore superconducting magnet. We purchased an identical cryostat for this

magnet and built a prototype of a doubly tuned NMR probe for this spectrometer. It

successfully resonated at 213 MHz and 30.7 MHz for use with T and D respectively. Inter-

channel isolation was 36 dB. The prototype used a similar design to that described above,

but we added anotherfrequency channel by tappingthe transmissionline at a node near the

top of the line. We attached the lower frequency matching network to the line's inner
conductor at this node.

We used two pulse sequences to collect 1-D NMR images. One sequence was the field

gradient Free Induction Decay (FID). The other was the field gradient Hahn echo with a

four-cycle phase rotation to cancel asymmetries in the quadraturedetection of the signal.

The latter gives more accurate results and uses less RF power but requires faster decay of

the field gradientcoils. Using the probe without the cryostat, 1-D images were made using

the field gradientHahn echo. A typical result is shown in Fig. 3-15. This is a vertical 1-D

projection of the protons in water containedin five horizontallyoriented tubes. Each tube is

1.0 mm in diameter with its axis 2.8 mm above the adjacent tube's axis. When the probe

was placed into the cryostat, the field gradientcoil decay slowed, forcing us to use the field

gradient FID to image low temperaturespecimens. A typical result is shown in Fig. 3-16.

This is a vertical 1-D projection of the protons in a solidified puddle of normal hydrogen

and in the gaseous hydrogenfrom the vapor pressure above the solid. The sample cell is a

cylinder with its axis lying horizontal. The sharp peak at the bottom of the cell is the

projection image of the solid. The broadlow lying component is the projection of gas. Note

that the broadcomponent is at its maximum at the center of the cell, reflecting the fact that

a cylinder lying on its side has a maximum cross-sectional area (and hence maximum

numberof hydrogenmolecules) at its midpointelevation.
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Fig.3--lS. Proton1-D proJoctionImagoof watercontainedin five horizontallyoriontedtubes

using the gradient Hahn_ho.

We will have to increase the speed of the field gradient coil to enable the use of

the more accurate field gradient Hahn echo in the cryostat. This can be done in two ways.

Since the speed loss of the coil is probably due to the induction of eddy currents in

the walls of the cryostat, the use of a coil of self-shielded design should improve

speed. The coil speed can also be improved by adding a "pre-emphasis" circuit to the coil

driver. This over-drives the coil until it produces the desired field and then levels off the

driving potential.

For further information, please contact Dr. Neil Alexander (GA).

3.3. CHARACTERIZATIONDEVELOPMENTATLLNL

:: Jim Sater and Don Bittner of W. J. Schafer Associates together with Jon Larsen of

Cascade Applied Sciences, Inc. supported characterization development at LLNL.
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Fig. 3-16. Proton I-D projection Image ofsolidifled-H 2 and gaseous-H mabove the solid using
the gradient Free Induction Decay (FID).

3.3.1. CALORIMETRICMEASUREMENTOFFUELFILL

Calorimetric measurementof fuel fill in ICFcapsules is being pursuedas an alternative

to current optical or destructive measurement techniques [Ref. 3-12]. The advantages of

measuring fill by observing a thermal signature are that the measurement becomes

independentof the operator'svisual acuity and, moreimportantly,it offers the means to make

measurementson opaquecapsules.

The calorimetric fuel measurement technique is an adaptationof the principle used in

LLNL's dew point machine [Ref. 3-13]. As hydrogen gas inside a capsule is cooled it

condenses at a temperaturebetween the triplepoint and the critical point of the gas (18.7 K

and 38.3 K respectively for D2). The temperature at which the gas condenses to liquid is
dependenton the isotopic composition of the gas and on the fill pressure.If we can measure

this "dew point" temperatureand we know the isotopic mixture of the hydrogenfuel, we can

determinethe fill pressure.
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The heat capacity of the gas being cooled through the dew point undergoes a large

discontinuous change. The heat capacity of the gas at temperatures above the dew point is

much smaller than that of the gas/liquid mixture below the dew point. We use a calorimetric

technique to look for this change in heat capacity.

The method we chose to measure capsule heat capacity is known as "ac" calorimetry

[Ref. 3-14]. We apply a sinusoidal heat input to the sample. We then measure, using phase

sensitive detection, the ac component of the sample temperature (Tat). The magnitude of

T_: is inversely proportional to the heat capacity of the sample. The advantage of this

technique is that it can produce a very good signal-to-noise ratio and therefore is sensitive

to small changes in heat capacity. We can also relax requirements for thermal isolation

between the calorimeter and the surroundings as compared to more classical techniques

like adiabatic calorimetry [Ref. 3-15].

We measured the fuel fill of an 800 gm glass shell. This shell was listed as having

been originally filled with 51.1 atmospheres of D2 gas. Before beginning our experiment,

we measured the dew point using the LLNL dew point machine. The transition temperature

was found to be 29.21 K. This corresponds to a room temperature fill pressure of

49.3 atmospheres. The results of the calorimetric measurement are shown in Fig. 3-17. The

transition is readily visible. A fit by eye on an expanded view of the data gave a transition

temperature of 29.02 K. We calculated the fill pressure to be 47.4 atmospheres. This agrees

with the dew point measurement to within 4%.

We are attempting to get better agreement between theory and data. The qualitative

shape of the data curve is exactly what we expected but the absolute magnitudes of the heat

capacity data appear to be a factor of ten too low. We believe that this is due to our

assumption that the sample has an infinitely small thermal relaxation time. Another area

that warrants further investigation is the behavior of the sample as we approach the critical

point. We have taken data on a capsule filled with H2 near the critical pressure but were

unable to measure its dew point. It may be important to know how close to the critical point

the calorimetric technique can be used. Finally, work needs to be done to build an apparatus

capable of doing calorimetry on a production basis.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. J. Sater (WJSA).
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Fig. 3-17. Measured heat capacity of shell and calorimeter.

3.32. SPHERICALINTERFEROMETRY

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and phase shift interferometryare two metrology

methods possessing the angstrom level resolution capability we need to characterize ICF

capsule surfaces. AFM studies have been conducted at LLNL where a technique has been

developedin which a seriesof tracesaroundthe circumferenceof a capsuleareused to measure

surface roughness. Since the AFM does a series of traces, its field of view is restricted.In

contrast,phase shift interferometryprovidesa means of doing arealmeasurementson sections

of a capsule.Significantlymore informationcanbe collected, and, in principle,a 4_rmappingof

a capsulecan be producedbypatchingthe individualsections together.

Interferometry has been used to characterize spherical objects. Subapertureoptical

testing techniques have been applied to centimeter-size balls to determine their sphericity

[Ref. 3-16]. This involved piecingtogether a set of phase maps,taken with an interferometer,

to generate the phase map of the complete surface. This complete phase map was fit to a

series of spherical harmonics,Yt,m(0,_), for t < 6. Features correspondingto higher order
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/-modes were not used. Ourstudy looked into using a phase shift WYKO interferometerat

LANL to performsurface roughnessmeasurements.A test capsule was measured using both

this interferometer and the AFM at LLNL, and then the results were compared. Surface

roughnessinformation from the higher ordersurface features was extracted in terms of the

PowerSpectralDensity (PSD).

Figure 3-18 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. Different sections of a post-

mounted capsule were measured by rotating the stalk in its mount. With the f/1.5 lens the

angle subtended on the capsule was about 37*. A complete 360* mapping around the

circumference of the capsule required a minimum of ten sections (37* x 10 = 370*).

Therefore, the lowest/-mode we can expect to see in a patch is t = 10. The resolution of

the system was difficult to determine and we did not quantify it. However, after studying

the data from repeated measurements on the same section and from overlapping sections,

we believe we can see features with full-widths at half-maximum of three to four pixels

iiiili!iiiiiil ReferenceSurfaceiiiili!!iii!iiiii ...................

iii!ii!iiiiiiii SphericalLens i!ii!ii!ii

iiiiiiiiiii!iiii Fizeau Pellicle ii!iiiiiiiiiiii

Interferometer iiii!iiiii!ilil

iiiiiiiiiiiil
!ili!iiiiiiiiiiiii

i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i Sphere _i_i_i_i_i_i_

t
Fig. 3-18. Schematic of the interferometric setup.
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(10 milliradians) and heights of 20 A. Repeated measurements on the same sphere section

were repeatable to an rms of L/1600, where Z,= 633 nm. The corresponding instrument

specifications were listed as: rms repeatability of L/2000 and peak-to-valley repeatability
of Z/300.

We used the following variation on the basic sub-aperture testing procedure to

generate the PSD:

1. Measure the optical path differences (phase maps) on small areas (sub-apertures) at

known locations on the large surface (full aperture).

2. Fit the data to a set of spherical harmonics to describe each sub-aperture's shape.

3. Subtract the alignment terms (tip, tilt, piston, and focus) from each sub-aperture set

of spherical harmonics so that only those terms relating to surface shape remain.

4. Fit together line-outs from the corrected phase maps and calculate the PSD using a

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

Both AFM and interferometer measurements were performed on an aluminum coated

506 _tm capsule. The procedure to calculate the PSD from the interferometer data was

analogous to the procedure used for the AFM. The PSD/-mode information generated

from both methods are shown in Figs. 3-19 and 3-20. A direct comparison of the figures

shows very similar results between modes ten and a few hundred. The only noticeable

differences between the figures are the high- and low-order mode cutoffs. The cutoffs for

the interferometer measurements are determined by the positioning of the capsule for the

measurements and by the number of data points used in the FFT. Since the capsule was not

held in a precision mount, there is an ambiguity in positioning needed to calculate/-modes

less than ten. The AFM measurements used 4096 data points while there were 2048 data

points from the interferometer measurements.

The key to using this interferometry technique is having a suitably designed inter-

ferometer. The WYKO interferometer demonstrated the suitability of this technique but

significant hurdles must be crossed before spherical interferometry can be implemented as

a standard characterization procedure. The WYKO interferometer was not designed to do

measurements on small objects. With its six inch aperture, it was designed to measure large
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Fig.3--19.Powerspectraldensityfromtheinterferometermeasurements.

optics. The major disadvantage in the use of this instrument is that measurements were

restricted to opaque capsules. Transparent capsules were tested initially, but reflections from

multiple surfaces generated complicated fringe patterns that the interferometer either could

not handle or resulted in residual fringe patterns remaining in the phase maps. A procedure

would need to be developed for removing reflections not coming from the surface of interest.

On subsequent experiments, only opaque objects were used. Also, a rotation protocol will be

required so that the capsule can be rotated in an indexed fashion, especially if a 4_rmap is

required. We matched overlapping sections by hand. This was a labor intensive way of

connecting data sections and would be particularly cumbersome to align for sections off a

circumferential trace. A report was written describing this work in more detail [Ref. 3-17].

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. J. Larsen (CAS) or Dr. D. Bittner (WJSA).
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Fig. 3-20. Power spectral density from the AFM measurements,
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4. MICROENCAPSULATEDSHELLS

An important goal of our work is to develop improved ICF target fabrication techniques

that will facilitate more efficient production of targets. Production of polymer shells is an area

targeted for improvemenL

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Microencapsulation is one of the two common techniques (the other being drop tower)

used to produce polymer shells for ICF target fabrication. Microencapsulated shells have the

advantage of being more concentric than shells produced in drop towers. It also appears that

the size of microencapsulated shells may not be as limited as the size of drop tower shells.

However, the surface finish and wall integrity (presence of vacuoles) of microencapsulated

shells are not as good as drop tower shells.

Controlled-mass microencapsulation is one of the most promising approaches for

polymer shell production. Controlled-mass microencapsulation uses a triple-orifice droplet

generator to form polymer shells with a predictable and controllable size and wall thickness,

potentially eliminating tedious sorting necessary with either the drop tower or the complex

emulsion technique.

The objective of this task was to improve the quality of shells produced by the

controlled-mass microencapsulation technique. This was accomplished by gaining an

understanding the fundamental shell formation process, conducting appropriate experiments,

and engineering improved equipment. Modeling of the shell solidification process in the form

of a finite element computer model gave us a fundamental understanding of how physical

phenomena affect processing. We used statistical methods to optimize the organic solution

composition and improved the design of the controlled-mass system to enhance the quality of

product shells.
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4.2. POLYMERSCIENCE

Polymer science issues arc critical in the. production of polymer shells using the

microencapsulationtechnique.

4.2.1. INTRODUCTION

The production of microencapsulatedpolymer shells is a very complicated process.

Without a fundamental understanding of the underlying physics of microencapsulated shell

production, it is impossible to produce multi-millimeter, target quality shells without

performing a vast number of time consuming experiments. Polymer science, mass transfer,

and thermodynamics are all important areas of knowledge which will contribute to the

production of polymer shells by allowing the appropriate experimental phase space to be

intelligently identified. Our area of emphasis during FY93 has been the building of a mass

transfer model which predicts the solidification behavior of shells formed by the triple-

orifice droplet generator. We also completed phase diagram measurements of the mixture of

polystyrene (MW = 152,000), methylethyl ketone (MEK), and water.

4.2.2. MASSTRANSFERMODELING

The mass transfer process during solidification is the most important aspect of shell

formation. With this in mind, we chose to concentrate our efforts in this area during FY93.

The goal of the model is to predict shell size and wall thickness as a function of time, the

total time for solidification, and most importantly, the composition profile within the wall

as a function of time. The composition of the shell wall is used in conjunction with phase

equilibrium data to predict the formation of vacuoles (voids within the shell wall).

As a first step toward producing the model, we derived the governing equations

through unsteady-state mass balances and the proper choice of constitutive relationships.

We assumed Fickian Diffusion with transport-induced convection as the mechanism of

composition evolution within the shell wall. Therefore, the flux of solvent A (NA) at any

point r within the wall is described by:

NA =-DA PV WA + VrP WA (I)

where D A isthediffusivityofcomponentA, p isthemixturedensity,w A isitsweight

fraction,andV risthevolumeaveragevelocitywithinthewall,allevaluatedatr.Applying
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a mass balance on the shell and assuming radial symmetry, we arrived at the following

governing equation, valid for each component in the shell wall.

( _3WA) - 1 _3 (r2pDA_3WA)p _VA+ Vr ' _r - r"_" _3""r" c}r (2)

wAi3 the time derivative of the weight fractionof component A. The constitutive equation
used for the diffusivity is the Fujita-Doolittle equation given by:

D Vs
log----= (3)

DO A+B Vs

where D is the concentrationdependent diffusivity, Do is the diffusivity at infinite dilution,

vs is the volume fraction of solvent, and A and B areparametersdependent on temperature
and chemical structure.

To properly solve this problem, two boundaryconditions and an initial condition are

required. The first boundary condition is that no mass transfer takes place at the inner

interface. This implies that the inside diameter of the shell is fixed throughout the

solidificationprocess.Thisassumptionisaccurateaslongasthecomponentsineachofthe

wallsarcrelativelyimmiscible,whichisgenerallythecaseinmicroencapsulation.Inthe

future,thisboundaryconditionwillberelaxedtoconfirmitsvalidity.At theoutershell

boundary,mass transfertakesplaceduetotheconcentrationdifferencebetweenthe

boundarylayerattheoutsideoftheshellwallandthebulkfluidsurroundingtheshell,

assumedtobezero.The concentrationattheboundarylayerisgivenby Henry'sLaw.A

masstransfercoefficientisusedtodeterminethemagnitudeofthefluxgenerated.The

initialconditionisauniformcompositionthroughouttheshellwall.

Usingthefiniteelementmethod,we solvedtheproblemfora polymershellwithone

solventbeingremovedviadiffusion.Our resultshavealreadyprovidedmuch insightinto

thesolidificationprocessandhaveallowedustovisualizeitgraphically.Figure4-iisa

graphofpercentsolventversustimeforthreesimulationswithdifferentsolvents.Notice

thatbenzeneispredictedtorequiresixdaysforsolidification,whilemethylethylketone

(MEK) needsonly1.78hours.Figure4-2plotsthesolventconcentrationattheouteredge

oftheshellasa functionofradius.Benzeneisshowntohavea much higherboundary

solventconcentrationastheshellsolidifies,sotheprofilethrough thewallismuch more

flatthantheothertwosolventsthroughouttheprocess.Finally,Fig.4-3tiestogetherthe
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modeling and the polymer solution thermodynamics (see Section 4.2.3). It shows the

concentration profile in the wall, the outer radius and wall thickness, the percent of initial

solvent remaining, and a phase diagram with the current wall composition cross-plotted. If

the shell wall composition is within the two phase region of the phase diagram, vacuoles are

predicted to form. Using the model to simulate microencapsulation runs, including

composition and processing variables, vacuole-free processing methods may be found.

4.2.3. POLYMERSOLUTIONTHERMODYNAMICS

Polymer solution thermodynamics is important because polymer phase separation is
believed to be the mechanism of vacuole formation. Vacuoles are defects in the shell wall

which can disqualify the shell. Phase equilibrium measurements of 152,000 molecular

weight polystyrene dissolved in MEK and water were completed. Figure 4-4 shows cloud

point data for 152,000 as well as 106,000 molecular weight polystyrene. We used this data
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Fig. 4-1. Percentage of Initial solvent remaining versus time. The simulation Initial outside
diameter was 1 mm and the wall thickness was 100 I_m. The simulation was
stopped when only 10 percent of Initial solvent remained.
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to generate equilibrium phase diagrams. At temperatures above the curve, the polymer

solution is clear. At temperatures below the curve, the mixture is phase separated, becomes

cloudy, and the resulting shells contain vacuoles.

For additional information, please contact Dr. D. Nelson or Dr. D. Soane (STI).

4,3. STATISTICALPROCESSANALYSIS

The statistical process analysis was a purely empirical study of the solvent-polymer

system used for microencapsulation. The analysis had two purposes. First, it complimented

the theoretical modeling. It supplied actual results for a variety of conditions that may be

used as reference points for the theoretical model. Second, it simplified the controlled-mass

microencapsulation development by separating the chemical processes from the mechanical

ones (see Section 4.4). We used the "complex emulsion" microencapsulation technique to

ensure that we would see the full range of effects of the solvent system.
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This analysis was a direct result of the screening experiments done last year. The

screening experiments demonstrated that multi-millimeter microencapsulated spheres were

possible if a water soluble solvent was added to the typical solvent system. This discovery

lead to the search for a blend of solvents capable of producing vacuole-free, multi-

millimeter spheres.

Many of the basic statistical techniques are unchanged from last year. The trials were

randomized and the shell batches were characterized as a set. Empirical models were

generated, checked for appropriate fit, and confirmed by running new trials.

4.3.1. DESIGN

The first step was to identify the number of process components and any restrictions.

Obviously, the typical solvents, benzene and dichloroethane, would be included. We also
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Fig. 4-4. Data from Thermal Optical Analysis experiments comparing the effect of molecular

weight on phase behavior. The cloud point is the temperature where the polymer
solution becomes cloudy.

chose MEK as it produced larger spheres. Unfortunately, MEK also produced spheres of

lower uniformity and increased vacuole concentration. We added styrene in an attempt to

overcome these defects. Styrene represents the antithesis of MEK in this system. MEK

increases water solubility, styrene lowers it. MEK leaves the system quickly, styrene leaves

very slowly.

Our hope was to create a solvent system that would change dramatically over time.

Initially, the solvent system is MEK rich. MEK stabilizes the water-solvent interface just as

a surfactant would, but with the advantage of leaving no chemical traces. Thus, it promotes

large sphere formation. The MEK leaves quickly, but the large size is still stable as the

viscosity of the solvent system increases dramatically as the polymer becomes more

concentrated. Unfortunately, this higher viscosity also stabilizes wall non-uniformities and

entrapment of water within the solvent phase. Styrene, however, is still in the solvent

system. Styrene's long removal time allows for a long period of soft polymer for the
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removal of the small defects without losing the large sphere size. For this model to work,

the styrene concentration has to be small compared to the MEK concentration.

Having selected four solvents, we identified the process constraints. We conducted

ranging experiments and demonstrated that spheres could be produced with solvent systems

of 0 to 90 volume % benzene, 0 to 75 volume % MEK, and 0 to 90 volume %

dichloroethane. We added polystyrene and styrene to the solvent blends by weight percent,

10% being the upper bound for both.

We could now identify an appropriate design. A mixture design was used, as it is

designed to sum the fractions of the components to one. Data points were selected for their

ability to cover the parameter space and to confirm the assumption of reproducibility

throughout the design. (We used the computer program ECHIP for data point selection and

result analysis.) We further simplified the parameter space by setting benzene, 1,2-

dicholorethane, and MEK as the three primary components and treated styrene and

polystyrene as additives. Thus, the primary components form a three-axis system while the

additives are treated as off-axis variables. This three-axis system can be easily visualized

and graphed as shown in Fig. 4-5.

4.3.2. RESULTS

The primary goal of this analysis was to produce millimeter-size, vacuole-free,

polymer spheres, but we actually studied six results: mean diameter, mean wall thickness,

mean aspect ratio, uniformity, vacuole concentration, and stability of the microencapsulated

preform. (In our efforts to produce large vacuole-free shells, we did not wish to amplify

other defects.) We tested the results for correlation, then plotted them on the z-axis above

the three solvents (see Fig. 4-6). In this manner, we could study the effects versus solvents.

We had three critical findings. First, the largest diameters were predicted for the 100%

dichloroethane solvent system, and the lowest vacuole concentrations were predicted for the

100% methyl ethyl ketone solutions. Obviously, these two solvent systems are mutually

exclusive. Second, the graphs were sloped as they approached the maxima. This indicates

that both properties could be enhanced further, if we could extend the axis. Third, benzene

is not contributing to either maxima. It is not an ideal solvent.

This left us with the problem of extending the analysis beyond the given solvents. We

chose not to repeat the experiments with other solvents, but to re-analyze the results by
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Fig. 4-5. Graph showing the three-axis solvent system. Each side of the triangle is a label
axis for a solvent. The values run at a 60 degree angle from the label axis. At any
point within the triangle, the fractions will sum to one. Data points are indicated
by ovals. The number within the oval indicates the number of trials at that point.

using the solubility interactions of the solvents involved. Solubility parameters (represented

by 8) are estimates of three types of interactions that a solvent molecule exhibits: polar,

dispersive, and hydrogen bonding. We chose the parameter system as determined by

Hansen [Ref. 4-1] for its thoroughness of derivation. The polar component, _ip,is calculated

from the dipole moment of the molecule. The dispersion component, _id, is calculated by

comparison of interactions between similar molecules with and without polar components.
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Fig. 4-6. Two graphs Indicating the results for mean diameter and vacuole concentration.
The solvents vary along the sides of the triangles, the responses vary along the
z-axls.
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The hydrogen bonding component, _5h, is calculated from the IR analysis of the O-H stretch

of the molecule. These components are usually summed to a total solubility parameter, 8t,
using the formula:

2 +-- 8p + 8_ (4)

Solubility parameters are derived from analysis of individual solvents, but they are just

as appropriate for mixtures. The parameters for mixtures are calculated by multiplying the

individual solvent parameter by that solvent's volume percent in the mixture. For our

application, the constraints of these parameters are quite different than the constraints of

the solvents themselves. Microencapsulation will occur only if the solvents maintain water

immiscibility and polystyrene miscibility. This allows only a narrow range of _it. To

emphasize the individual interactions, we divided 8_, 82 and 82, by 8t2. This also had the

advantage of yielding a three component system with the sum of the components equal to

one, as we had with the solvents. Thus, this transformation was also analyzed as a mixture

design as shown in Fig. 4-7. This transformation is analogous to one done by Teas,

[Ref. 4-2], but maintains the greater numerical precision of the Hansen derivation.

This analysis confirms that large spheres and vacuole-free spheres are produced by

two different systems, and the most important factor is the _/82 ratio. The maximum

diameter was predicted for spheres with a ratio of 0.218. The minimum vacuole density

was for a ratio of 0.264. We ran trials with a solvent system of this ratio, and produced

vacuole-free spheres, but with diameters of only 250 to 350 I.tm.

We do not feel that this has to be the final answer. One solvent system can be made to

behave like two because it is exposed to two totally separate water phases. These water

phases can be individually modified to change the way the solvent system interacts with

them. For example, one water phase could be made more "organic" by adding alcohol; this

would make the solvent system act as if its 8h were lower. Alternatively, a water phase

could be made more viscous, thus physically stabilizing the interface but not affecting the

solubility interactions. Surfactants can also be used, and they have very specific effects. We

can quickly sort between these options because we already have a strong selection guide;

we know how we want the solvent system to interact.
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Fig.4-7. Graphsof meandiameterandvacuoledensityusingthe solubilityparameterratios.
Negatlvevaluesof meandlameterIndicatethat mlcroencapsulatlondoesnotoccur.
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4.3.3. CONCLUSION

Historically, shells for ICF targets had been made by drop tower technology. The

shells could be made from either glass or polymer and to specific dimensions. However, the

uniformity of the shells became poor as they approached 1 mm in size, and multi-millimeter

shells could not be produced. Microencapsulation offered a simple way to produce high

uniformity polymer spheres, but there were vacuoles in the walls. Our research last year

demonstrated that microencapsulation is a viable alternative technique, it can produce

multi-millimeter shells. This year, we demonstrated that it can also produce vacuole-free

shel!s. Now our goal must be to combine these results and produce the multi-millimeter,

vacuole-free, uniform spheres needed for the future.

For additional information, please contact D. Schroen-Carey (WJSA).

4.4. CONTROLLED-MASSSYSTEMDEVELOPMENT

Many improvements were made to the controlled-mass system during FY93. These

ranged from redesign of the triple-orifice and solidification column to improving the

collection of shells from the column and increasing the capacity of the overall system.

4.4.1. TRIPLE-ORIFICEDROPLETGENERATOR

At the end of FY92, we had developed a crude, but effective triple-orifice droplet

generator. Its major drawback was that it was very difficult to assemble. Axial and radial

positioning was a tedious and time consuming process. Our goal early in FY93 was to design

a droplet generator that could be easily and quickly assembled by someone with no special

knowledge of how the orifice was constructed. The optimal design was to have the whole

assembly readily screw together. Simply threading the parts was not adequate, as the

tolerances required to achieve concentricity are very difficult to meet simply by using

threads. To overcome this, we precisely machined tapered mating surfaces which align each

of the orifices to achieve concentricity. Threading of the parts is used only to hold the orifice

assembly together. Later in the year, we changed the configuration of the outer orifice to

allow more adjustment. Now, we have two orifices that are operable, one with smaller

orifices than the other. Figure 4-8 shows the design of the triple orifice we developed
in FY93.
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Fig. 4-8. Design of the triple-orifice droplet generator. The three solutions are Introduced
through fittings in the top of the body.

4.4.2. SOLIDIFICATIONCOLUMNDESIGN

As shells become larger, great difficulties appear during the solidification process. Two

problems dominate; suspension and agitation. For much of the first half of FY93, we tested

many techniques for column agitation and designs for column configuration. Methods of

agitation included: low shear blades, swirling by shaking the entire column, and cones in

the bottom of the column with vanes that were rotated to induce mixing. We were not

completely satisfied with any of these systems. Finally, we used water jets to agitate the

shells, to prevent breakage caused by collisions with mixing blades and shafts.
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Large shells are more prone to settling than smaller shells, so it is important that they

not be allowed to fall to the bottom of the solidification vessel. To overcome this tendency,

we installed a conical glass column and assembled a recirculating system to provide an

upward flow of liquid. Because it is conical in shape, the liquid flow velocity is not

constant over the length of the column. The shells, which become heavier than water, fall

until they reach the point where the upward velocity of liquid is equal to the terminal

velocity of the falling shell. The terminal velocity for a falling sphere at low Reynold's

Number is given by:

gD2(pp- p)

Vp = 18 rl (5)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, Dp is the diameter of the sphere, rl is the viscosity of

the fluid, and pp and p are the density of the sphere and the fluid respectively.

The shell collection process was also significantly improved during the year. After

first installing the conical column, we used a sieve at the entrance of an external tank at the

top to collect the shells. The problem with this approach is that the shells were not

completely solidified by the time they reached the top of the column. The shells were then

damaged by the mesh of the sieve as well as by interparticle collisi,Jns. We resolved this by

inventing the "anti-sieve" and using agitation in the collection vessel. The anti-sieve

concept uses a wide-mouth sieve which keeps shells from being carried into the PVA

reservoir. The large size keeps the velocity near the exit low, so shells are not dragged into

the anti-sieve. In this way, the shells are kept from the mesh, are less likely to collide with

one another, and are agitated to mainta;n their sphericity.

To improve the capacity of the system, which was limited to one run every one to two

days, a parallel fluid handling network was assembled. The new arrangement can increase

output to as many as three runs per day while only using one conical column. Figu-e 4-9

shows a schematic diagram of the new arrangement.

4.4.3. CHARACTERIZATION

In support of the national ICF program, Soane Technologies, Inc. purchased a Nikon

Optiphot 2 microscope with its own funds to perform shell characterization. This system
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Fig. 4-9. Arrangement of the controlled-mass system which improves output. The new
system consists of two parallel fluid handling mechanisms which allow a new run
to be performed while other shells are completing solidification.

includes an interference objective to measure shell wall thickness and uniformity as well as

a high-power, phase-contrast objective to view defects such as vacuoles. Late in the year, D.

Schroen-Carey, of WJSA, assembled a dust shield, an x-y-z translation stage, and a shell

rotator for the microscope. This gave us the capability to rapidly acquire feedback on the

quality of shells produced with the controlled-mass microencapsulation system.

One of the FY93 achievements we are most proud of is the confirmation of the

controlled-mass nature of the triple orifice. Using the Nikon microscope, we found the
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5. NRLTARGETDEVELOPMENT

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has been commissioned to build the NIKE laser.

In FY93, the task of developing NIKE targets was added to our contract.

5.1. NRLTARGETFABRICATIONGOALS

Ourefforts in FY93 have been directed to five major goals:

1. Production of high quality CH films.

2. Design and fabrication of mounts for NRL CH-film targets.

3. Development of characterization techniques for CH films.

4. Assembly of prototype NIKE CH-film targets.

5. Design and implementation of apparatus for cryogenic layer targets.

5.2. CH-FILMS

NIKE target specifications call for CH films whose surfaces (front and back) must be

smooth to 10 - t averaged over a 2 I.tmsquare. The specifications also call for a 1.2 mm

square target area. However, a larger area will be advantageous and we have mutually agreed

(NRL and WJSA/GA) that the target area will be 2.0 mm square. The mass densities of the

targets are to be in the range of 4 to 8 rag/era2which, for the polymers we are currently using

(density of about 1.1 g/co), translates to a thickness range of 35 to 75 Inn. Variations in the

mass integral through the film are to be less than or equal to an equivalent thickness variation

of 10 nm averaged over any 2 ttm square area on the surface of the target film. Any voids in

the films should have a scale length less than 1 lam. These specifications have provided us

with interesting challenges in developing techniques by which the high quality films can be

producedin the necessary quantifies for the NIKE targets needed (250-500 per year).
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5.2.1.CH-FILMPRODUCTION

At the beginning of FY93, we selected three methods for producing thin, uniform films

of CH polymer for study and evaluation. These were: parylene coating of fiat glass substrates,

coating of a glass substrate pulled from a solution of a polymer at a uniform rate, and

polystyrene film casting from a solution on a still water surface.

Parylene Coatings. We produced thin CH-films by using a parylene coater. The film

quality producedin the coater was better than the 10 nm roughnessmaximum specified for

the NRL CH-film targets. Further work on the parylene system would be required to

demonstrate the capability of producing high quality films in the 35 to 75 _tm thicknesses

requiredfor the NRL NIKE targets.See Section 2.2.2 for a description of the parylenesystem

and its demonstratedcapabilities.

Pulled Films. A system was assembled by which glass microscope slides can be pulled

at a uniform rate from a solution of polystyrenein suitable solvents. This technique has been

used in the past to produce veryuniform films of various polymers but with thicknesses in the

rangeof tens of nanometers.

A precision hydraulic cylinder was mounted on a rigid heavy structure to hold, without

vibration, at a preset angle, a clean glass microscope slide. The slide was held as shown in

Fig. 5-1 so that a f'tlm of polymer solution would remain on the flat face of the slide as it was

drawn from the beaker. Both the rate of withdrawal from the beaker and the angle at which

the slide was held were adjustable. The hydraulic cylinder operation was controlled by gas

flow through a micro-control needle valve. The gas pressure was controlled by a regulator

attached to a compressed nitrogen gas storage cylinder. It was critical to the operation of the

system that the gas flow to the cylinder and the cylinder operation be well controlled, smooth
and vibration free.

We produced films of polystyrene on glass slides to demonstrate the operation of the

system. The initial films were not high enough quality to be used as target material but did

show some promise. However, because of the success of the cast film and parylene film

deposition methods, the pulled film technique was not pursued beyond the demonstration

phase. The pulled film technique may be useful in the future to produce very thin films for

diagnostic use or for other purposes.
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Cast Polystyrene Films. Polystyrene was chosen as a candidate polymer due to its

optical clarity, good manufacturing characteristics, and carbon-hydrogen ratio (1:1). Films

of polystyrene had been used previously by the ICF community, but the tolerances required

did not approach those required for the NIKE laser experiments. Typically the films had

been cast by placing the polymer between two glass optical flats, heating, slowly cooling,

and separating. We initially used this technique to produce very flat films, but the surface

finish was not sufficient for our needs. Dust, other undesirable particles, and poor wetting

by the polymer degraded the surface. As we improved our cleanliness and enhanced the

polymer flow, the properties improved, but it became exceedingly difficult to separate the

film from the optically flat substrate. We did repeated immersions in hot water followed by

freezing. We also tried a release agent, but far too often the film would catastrophically
craze before it released from the substrate.
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While we were pursuing the optical flat technique, we were also investigating a float

film technique. We dissolved polystyrene in low density solvents, floated the solution on

ultra-pure water, and allowed the solvents to evaporate. The first serious problem we

encountered was, again, particles, i.e., dust. The particles caused thickened areas of film

somev'hat larger in lateral extent than the particle itself. The use of a cleanroom aided in the

production of films with surface finishes better than required by excluding ambient dust.

The initial films made in the clean room were still very thick, 200 l.tm or more. The surface

tension differences between the solvents and the water encouraged the solution to puddle.

We were able to defeat this phenomenon by adding MEK to the solvents and by altering the

casting technique. We now wet the sides of the container with solvent as we apply the

solution. This encourages the solution to adhere to the sides, thus forcing it to cover the

entire surface of the water. Film thickness is now a function of the weight of solution

floated and the percentage of polystyrene in the solution. We have recently produced films

as thin as 20 _tm.

We have also overcome non-uniformity flaws in the float films. The flaws had two

sources. First, the meniscus at the sides of the container produced a localized thickening at the

three point interface. Second, curvature resulted from the water evaporating from beneath the

film. (As the water level dropped, the film would bow downward.) The meniscus effect could

not be easily eliminated, but it could be made unimportant. By increasing the diameter of the

castings, the thickening was totally removed from the area of interest. Our current castings are

fifteen centimeters in diameter. The curvature was eliminated by casting the films in a high

humidity environment. This reduced the water evaporation without affecting the solvent

diffusion. Thus, the films dry before than can bow.

With the production of usable films, we began looking toward production of targets.

Polystyrene is known for brittle behavior and crazing. We needed a film strong enough not

to break or craze when it is handled, yet not so tough that it would not cut cleanly. The

molecular weight of the polystyrene had to be optimized. We studied molecular weights

from 50,000 to 200,000. We have found the higher molecular weights to be the most

manageable to date, and will explore even higher molecular weights in the coming year.

To provide adequate records of the parameters associated with every target which is

produced, we have instituted a series of procedures designed to make film and target

production a fully documented process. We have also initiated a quality control protocol for
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film casting. As soon as a polymer solution is made, a traveler is begun. The solution and
its traveler are taken into the cleanroom, and films are cast. The identification number of

the casting is based upon the date of casting. After the films are dried, they are given an

overall estimation of thickness and uniformity. With our recent acquisition of a 2.5X

interference objective, we have a viewing area 7.8 mm in diameter. A photograph is taken

showing the uniformity over at least a 3 x 4 mm area. The photograph is stored in a
documentation notebook and the film is stored in a cleanroom container. The

characterization data is entered onto the traveler, the container, and entered into a

coynputerized data base. From this database, castings can be chosen as possible target

candidates. The casting number later becomes part of the target identification number, thus

assuring complete traceability.

S_.2. CH-FILMTARGETMOUNTDESIGNANDPRODUCTION

In a strongly interactive effort with NRL staff members, we designed a CH-film target

mount which will satisfy the many requirements associated with the NIKE laser system.

A schematic drawing of the resulting target mount is shown in Fig. 5-2. Fig. 5-3 is a

photograph of a completely assembled target. Once the design for the mount was

completed, drawings were made and several injection molding companies were asked to bid

on the fabrication of the necessary molds and production of the mounts. The mounts were

made from a polycarbonate material by injection molding techniques and 500 mounts were

made for a cost of $6600. Using the existing molds, subsequent mounts can be produced for

a setup charge of $450 plus $0.30 per mount. Dimensional tolerances of about 0.001 inch

were maintained in the injection molding process. A critical geometrical aspect of the

mount is the parallelism of the two edges (not the faces) which determine the "twist" in the

film when it is attached to the mount. The two edges must be co-planar so the film is not

twisted when it is attached to the mount. We have measured a typical mount and

determined that the edges of the attachment faces are co-planar to within 5 milli-radian.

The target film mounted between the two faces terminated by these two edges will be fiat

well within the NRL target specifications.

Mounting techniques and practices have been developed and also learned from other

target assembly groups, notably the group at LLNL, so that we are now assembling single

film targets which meet the NRL specifications for these relatively uncomplicated targets.

In anticipation of the NIKE laser program needs during the next year, we are assembling an
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Fig.5-2. SchematicdrawingoftheCH-filmtargetmount.

inventory of suitable targets for the program complete with associated paperwork

"travelers" listing dimensions, characterization data, and other physical and chemical

characteristics of importance to the NIKE program team.

5,2.3. CHARACTERIZATIONOFell-FILMS

Optical microscopy, interferometry, and photon tunneling microscopy are the primary

techniques used for characterization of the polymer films for NIKE targets. Optical

microscopy is used for general physical characterization of film surfaces and overall

characteristics and for general dimensional measurements of the films. Interferometry

allows us to determine any variations in film thickness and film volume irregularities which

transform into equivalent thickness variations or index of refraction irregularities. The

Photon Tunneling Microscope (PTM) allows us to quantitatively measure surface

irregularities as small as a few nanometers.
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Fig. 5-3. Photograph of an assembled CH-film target.

The optical microscopes we use are a.standard Nikon OptiPhot-2 with an additional

interferometer attachment and a Unitron with an attached x-y micrometer stage having

digital readouts with least significant digits of 1 _tm.

The Nikon microscope and a Zeiss Twyman-Green interference microscope are our

primary instruments for high resolution characterization of film thickness and volume

regularity. As well as being characterization instruments, these microscopes are invaluable

to us in process development efforts providing information on intermediate steps of film

casting and various other laboratory tasks.

Optical interferometry provides us with quantitative data on any thickness variations

which may be present in the films. For a double pass interferometer such as the Twyman-

Green using monochromatic light, thickness variations of 0.1 wavelength are easily to

detect and measure by eye and smaller irregularities can be seen by eye and quantified by

using more sophisticated data reduction and analysis techniques.
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Interference microscopy also provides a means to observe and measure volume effects if

they are present in the films. For example, if we should have a film whose thickness is

constant over the entire film but has compositional variations within the film, we can detect

and measure these variations insofar as they change the optical properties of the f'dm. Density

variations equivalent to thickness variations of 10 nm will be measurable in the target f'tlms.

Figure 5-4 is a photograph of an interference pattern of a film which has a thickness variation

of less than 10 nm over a 2 mm region in the center of the film. The characteristics of the film

are well within the specifications for the NIKE targets, i.e., that the film be uniform to 10 nm

averaged over a 2 I.tm square area. For our films, the variation in thickness and surface

smoothness can be seen to be less than 10 nm over a surface more than 1 mm square.

The newest characterization tool we have is the Photon Tunneling Microscope (PTM)

which is proving to be an excellent tool for surface characterization. The operation of this

instrument is based on the "frustration" of total internal reflection by a sample surface. The

Fig. 5-4. Photographof an interferencepattern of a film
whichhasa thicknessvariationof lessthan 10 nm
over a 2 mmregionInthecenterof the film.
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about 0.18 I.tm when a red filter (600 nm wavelength) is used in the illumination path.

Figure 5-6 shows a CH film surface on which a scratch about 6 nm deep has been

deliberately incised. Figure 5-7 shows a PTM image of a commercially available Surface

Roughness Standard (SRS) in which a series of grooves have been etched in a silicon chip.

We use the surface roughness standards for calibration of the PTM. For example, the

grooves in the silicon surface of the SRS are 18 nm deep and 6 lam pitch and are virtually
rectangular, having flat bottoms and vertical sides. The surface of the silicon wafer in which

the grooves have been etched is flat and, therefore, the profile of the roughness standard is a

square wave with an amplitude of 9.0 nm (18.0 nm peak-to-peak) and a choice of several

pitches from 6 to 200 _tm.
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Fig.S-6. A6 nmdeepscratchonthesurfaceofa CH-filmsurface.
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Fig. 5-7. PTM Image of silicon chip roughness standard in which a series of grooves have
been etched.

52.4. ASSEMBLYOFPROTOTYPENIKECH-FILMTARGETS

Prototype CH-film targets\were assembled and delivered to NRL for evaluation by theNIKE program staff. CH-film tar_getsare being assembled on a routine basis and stored to be

usedasneededbytheNIKE program.

Assembly of the NIKE targets with the accuracies specified by NRL has presented some

interesting and of_n difficult challenges. The problems of producing the individual precursor
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parts of the targets, e.g., the polystyrene cast films and the target mounts, have been solved to a

first approximation. As the targets are used in the NIKE laser program, there will no doubt be

requests for modifications which may necessitate changes in the mount configuration. Changes

are always expected in a research program and provide us with further interesting challenges.

The sections of polystyrene film required for the targets are 2 x 4 mm rectangular pieces
cut from the 15 cm diameter circular film disks, fabricated and characterized as discussed in

previous sections. The edges of the mounting faces on the target mount are spaced 2 mm apart

so that a clear 2 x 2 mm area is accessible to the primary NIKE laser beam (see Fig. 5-2 for

target mount dimensions and configuration). The additional 1 x 2 mm areas at the ends of the

film section are sufficient atta_;hmentsections to hold the film on the mount. The sections are

cut from the large circles of film by using a heated 25 lam diameter tungsten wire as a knife.

The large film and the hot wire are mounted on micromanipulators which allow an operator to

rapidly cut several film sections in a rectangular grid pattern from the large films. The hot wire

arrangement and the cutting technique are illustrated in Fig. 5-8. The wire is maintained at a

temperature high enough to cut the film without cracking but low enough that melting and
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Fig. 5-8. Hot wire arrangement for cutting CH-films.
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beadingof the film along the cut edges does not occur.The cut sections remain very loosely

attachedafter the cutting process and can be easily picked up at the non-targetend tabs by

using a vacuumchuck attachedto a micro-manipulator.

The target mount is held in a special fixture and the target film is brought into position

by the vacuum chuck. Epoxy (Norland Optical Adhesive, UV-curable) is applied to the

appropriate faces of the target mount and the micro-manipulator is used to move the film

into contact with the epoxy. The film is held in position and an intense ultraviolet light is

focused on the epoxy to cause it to cure. The mounted target film is re-characterized to

determine that the film has not been damaged during the mounting process and meets the

flatness specifications.

The completed target is stored in a dust free container and placed in inventory for

subsequent transportto NRL. The storage container and a completed target are shown in

Fig. 5-9. The polyethylene containersare obtained commercially and a special delrin insert

is attachedinside thecontainerto hold the targetto preventdamageduringtransport.
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5.3. DESIGNANDIMPLEMENTATIONOFAPPARATUSFORCRYOGENIC
LAYERTARGETS

We have designed and fabricated much of the apparatus necessary to begin studies on

the production of planar layer cryogenic targets for the NIKE laser experiments.

Temperature measurement and control systems and a high vacuum pumping station have

been purchased and a liquid helium dewar has been ordered. The cryogenic subtask was

removed from the NR01 statement of work in FY93, and no cryogenic effort on this task is

anticipated during FY94.

For additional information, please contact Dr. C. Hendricks (WJSA).
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6. FABRICATIONOFFILMSANDFILTERSFORSNL
i

i

An importanttask in FY93 was the fabricationof flat films and filters for Sandia

NationalLaboratory(SNL).

6.1. FABRICATIONOFFOILSANDFILTERS

The purpose of this task was to fabricate flat foils and filters supported on various

framesfor diagnosticmeasurementsin PBFA II andother ICFmachinesat SNL. The types of

foils and filters fabricated were dictatedby requests from SNL. Generally, initial deliveries

were made soon after the request was received. In the case of orders for 50 to 100 foils,

however,completion of a delivery often requiredseveral months.

In FY93, SNL requestedfoils of the following four types:

1. Thinlayersof gold on thin Mylarfilms

2. Free-standingfoils of gold

3. Free-standingfoils of aluminum

4. Duplex free-standingfoils of gold and aluminum

The frames used to supportthe foils were fabricatedto meet specifications suppliedby

SNL. Examplesof thevariousframesused areshownin Fig. 6-1. They includedlarge titanium
oval frames,small brassoval frames,andsmallcircularbrassandsteel frames.

Fiducialswere often requiredon the foils. Forgold-on-Mylarfilms, these fiducialscould
be areaswhere therewas no gold coating, but mostoften were holes in the film. Forthe free-

standingfoils, thefiducialswerealwaysholes in thefoils.

Forthe gold-on-Mylarfilms, fabricationof the film was straightforward.The Mylarwas

cementedto the frame;the framewas placed in a holder;and gold was depositedon the Mylar

in the cathodic sputteringdevice shown in Fig. 6-2. When uncoatedregions were specifiedor
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Fig.6-1. Examplesof framesusedto supportfoils requestedby SNL.

when different gold thicknesses were desired on different regions, masks were used to shield the

regions from gold deposition. Fiducial holes were punched in the films using a special hollow

punch fabricated at GA.

Fabrication of the free-standing gold and aluminum foils was somewhat more complex

than fabrication of the gold-on-Mylar films. First, a cellulose acetate film, about 1 I_m thick

was cemented to a large ring. Then, either aluminum or gold of the desired thickness was

deposited on the cellulose acetate. Next, the specified frame was cemented to the metal, and

the frame was cut from the larger ring. If fiducial holes were specified in the foil, they were

punched in the foil at this time, while it was still supported by the acetate film. Finally, the

cellulose acetate film was dissolved away in methyl acetate leaving the metal film

free-standing on the frame.

Foil thicknesses were determined for each film and filter fabricated. This was done using

alpha particle spectrometry to measure the energy shift of 5.48 MeV alpha particles on

transmission through the foil. Standard expressions were used to calculate the film thickness

form the energy shift. Additionally, when fiducial holes were present, we measured their

spacing using an optical comparator.
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A photograph of the different types of foils and filters fabricated this year is shown in

Fig. 6-3. The numbers of the different type of foils and filters fabricated at GA in FY93
are listed in Table 6-1.

iilil i_ill i l !! !i!iz;!i!i!',' ,' ',_, ,
:!:i:?i:i:_:!:i:i.................. _)i(_i_iii:i!;.
!_ii!ii:i!!ii!!i: TABLE 6-I i:i_i_i:i:i:_i!:?!iiiii!ii:i!!: :.:.::.:.:,:,:.
..:-:-:.:.:+::.: ::;:::::L:::::.
;:::::::::::::::::: i::-i:i:i:i:i::

!_!_!i_!_i_i_i_!_i: Foils and Filters iiiii!iiii_ii_i_i

.......:,i:i:i:i:i: :!i!i_iiii}i!_::..........:.:+;

ii;i;iiiiiiiii;iiii...... i:i_i<_i_:::_
i!;!iii!ii!iiiiiiil, ,, Type , , , Number _ii;i;ii;_i:i:.i.:.::.:_
i!i!iiiiiiiill CenterlineFoils ..... :,:::iiii)ilili:i:i:!:::::::
iiiii!iiiiii:i!i!il _i::_ii_:!_!::
_:_:_,_:_:_:_:_:::.• Gold on Mylar iii:_;:ii_:?i!
iiil}{ii ;!_!_!ii:iiii!;

!)iiii!ii;!i!ili!;i - With circularfiducials 7 _!_iii!;i!!iii:i_:::::::!:?i:i::,!

iiiiiiiii - With rectangular fiducials 20 iiii!i}!i!ii!;iiiil

!i!iii!i!i!;i!i;i_i - With two gold thicknesses 54 iiiii?!:ili!iiii!:i:.....,..

:_:_::::::: • Free-standing i!ii::i!:iii!:_::::::.,:

iiiii:iiiiiiiiiiii_ - With circular fiducials(gold) 197iiiiiii!!i!!i!ii!!_
_:_:_*_:_:_:_:: - With circular fiducials(gold / aluminum) 6 iiiiiii!iliiiiiiill

SABRE Foils 215 iiiiiii_iiiii_ili
:::::::"::'....................UCIPC ' , ili!i:iiii!!i!_:;i_!_i_i_i_i_!_i_i: Foils :_:_:_:_:_::_:

iliiiiii!!!i!i!iiii • Gold on Mylar 438 ::-:..::.:::._ii_iiiiii!iii!i:i::"_:':'*,:'- ili_iiii!iiiiiiii_i
iiii;iii:iiii!iiii! •Free-standing gold 36 ...................
_::::_:::::- X-ray Filters _:::::_:_:_:_,_iiii:iiiii!iiiii!i_

i!iiil;iii!!!iiii:i•Large free-standingaluminum 30 ,,.,,,ii)i}!i!}iiii!!iill
i!iii!iliiiiiiiii!i 'i:i::?i:i:i:!:

................... • Medium free-standingaluminum 57 ...................
'"" ........... !i:i!!i!ii!i:i!?:

ii:_i_iiiiii!!iii!i • Active ion plater 75 :_i_:i:iiii_:_
!iii!_iiiii!!!i!i: _ :.i:i:?i:i:?:

:i:i:i:!:i:_:!:!:i: iii{ii!:!/i!!!i:i

;iiii!!!!iiiiiiliiiii!ii!i!iiiiiiililiiiii!!iiii!;iiii!i!ili!!ii!ii!;iii!!ii!!!iil;ii!iiiii!i!ii!i!ii!iiiiiiiii!ii!!!i!iil!!if!ilili!!ii !_!i!! !!if!iill !!!i!iiliiiiiii!i!

6.2.SUPPORTTOSNL

An engineer, Tom Alberts, is assignedto SandiaNationalLaboratoryin Albuquerque,New
Mexico. His major tasks are to act as a liaison between GA and SNL, fabricate foils and filters

with SNL facilities, and develop xray characterizationof filters.
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Various flat foils were fabricatedfor use as targets and filters in support of PBFA II,

SABRE, and Two-Stage facilities. The supportat SNL addresses quality of fabricationand

characterization of these foils as well as meeting short notice delivery schedules. The

following list describes foils fabricatedduringFY93:

* Three centerline targets were fabricated for PBFA II facility. These foils were a

prototype design made of parylene-N/Al/Au.

• 113 targets were fabricated for the SABRE facility. These foils were made of Au.

Productionof these targetshas been transferredto GA.

• 530 x-ray filters were fabricatedfor use during the February1993 targetseries. The

materials used for fabrication of these filters included: AI, Ag, Au, Cu, Fe, In, Ni,

Si, Sn, Ti, V, Mylar,parylene-D, parylene-N, and Saran.
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At SNL free-standing foils are fabricated by vacuum depositing the electron-beam

evaporated foil material onto a glass slide that has been coated with a water soluble releasing

agent of either BaCI or detergent. The foil can then be removed when the releasing agent is

dissolved in water. Handling of the foil at this stage is critical to prevent tearing of the foil and
to control formationof wrinkles.

The effort to develop x-ray characterization of filters is ongoing. This task utilizes

equipment available at SNL. Presently, a single-anode 5000 Volt Manson x-ray source, a

Manson gas proportional counter, and a Canberra Multi-Channel Analyzer have been tested

and operated. A simple paddle stage operated with a linear vacuum actuator holds filter

samples for measurement of x-ray transmission.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr.J. Kaae (GA) or T.Alberts (WJSA).
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7. OMEGAUPGRADECRYOGENICTARGETDELIVERY
SYSTEM

An importanttask in FY93 was the developmentand design of a cryogenic target

deliverysystemfor theOMEGAUpgradefacilityat theUniversityof Rochester.

7.1. INTRODUCTION

The upgrade of the OMEGA laser at UR/LLE to 30 kJ will result in a need for

millimeter-size ICFcapsule targets filled with D2 or DT and maintained at cryogenic

temperatures.This mandatesa cryogenic targetdelivery system capable of f'dling, layering,

characterizingand delivering cryogenic targets to the OMEGA Upgrade target chamber.GA

has been assigned the task of designing the cryogenic target delivery system. The program

goal is to d._'_ign,construct, and test the entire targetdeliverysystem by 1998. We have taken

a concurrent engineering approach to the design of the target delivery system, breaking

it down into modules: Target Support, Cryogenic Fill Station, Transport, Layering,

Characterization and Target Insertion. During FY92, we completed both the Design

RequirementsReport[Ref. 7-l] and the Conceptual Design Report [Ref. 7-2]. During FY93,

we were taskedwith the following activities:

(A) LayeringR&D to deviseanddemonstratea viableway to produceuniformD2and
DT fuel layersona time scaleappropriatefor makingOMEGA Upgradedecisions.Thermal

gradientlayeringwasto beevaluatedfor its suitabilityfor productionof OMEGA Upgrade

cryogenictargets.As partof the layeringsubtask,we wererequestedto developan R&D

programplanfordeterminingacceptablecryogenictargetlayeringtechniques.

(B) Characterization R&D to devise and demonstrate characterization techniques

capable of characterizingmillimeter diameter transparentshells with hydrogenic fuel layers

up to 100 Bm thick. A Mach-Zehnder interferometry system was to be constructed and

evaluated with respect to the layering techniquesdescribedin Subtask (A).
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(C) System engineering to continue engineering activities on target insertion system

modules that were not directly impacted by the choice of layering and characterization

methods (Subtasks A and B). Engineering activities included: designing and demonstrating

proof-of-principle of the high pressure (1500 atmosphere) cryogenic booster system for the

LLE DT fill station, design for the method for handling (removal and transport from the DT

fill station) of cryogenically cooled DT-filled targets, and a design for cryogenic storage of

DT and D2 filled targets. We were also requested to develop a program plan for performing

the design and construction of the OMEGA Upgrade Cryogenic Target Handling System. This

was to include a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), a project schedule, and a project cost

estimate based on the WBS.

7.2. LAYERING

As part of the layering task, a layering plan was delivered to the University of Rochester

that outlined a strategy for acquiring the information necessary to make a decision on

plausible layering techniques for the cryogenic target delivery system. The plan addressed

issues that need to be resolved for both solid and liquid layering as well as the development of

characterization techniques. The document listed the target requirements relating to layering,

defined and ranked the layering concepts, and provided flow diagrams ("decision trees") of

the logic involved in performing the progression of experiments. An example of a flow

diagram is shown in Fig. 7-1 for liquid layering. This report will soon be superseded by a

national cryogenics layering program which incorporates issues that need to be addressed for

both OMEGA Upgrade and the National Ignition Facility.

Additional activities included support of the experimental layering activities at LLNL

and phenomenological modeling of the thermal gradient layering of D2. Millimeter-size

polystyrene capsules have been made for use in liquid layering experiments. Some of the

1 mm capsules had plastic fill tubes chemically welded to them. Others were coated

with GDP for strength enhancement for use in a "clamped shell" experiment. We also

provided technical support during the assembly of the cryostat which will hold the clamp

shell experiment.

A modeling effort developed a simple model to increase our understanding of the

physics of the liquid layering process. The calculations were initially performed to

compare with the work of V. Varadarajan, et al. [Ref. 7-3], on a small shell and then scaled

to a 1 mm capsule with a 100 I.tmthick D2 layer. The model predicts that an impractically
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large temperature gradient is required. This implies that assistance is needed to support a

100 I.tmthick liquid layer.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. D. Bittner (WJSA).

7.3. CHARACTERIZATION

Two Mach-Zehnder interferometers were borrowed from the University of Rochester.

These two systems were used on the OMEGA tank for in-situ target characterization. Both

instruments were set up and tested at WJSA with the help of Mark Wittman of LLE.

Subsequently, one of the interferometers was taken to LLNL for use on the experiments in the

cryogenics laboratory.

The second interferometer is in the process of being modified under the guidance of the

University of Rochester. These modifications are necessitated by the increase in wall

thickness associated with the larger capsules which will be used on OMEGA Upgrade

experiments. The modification involves changing from a planar reference wavefront to a

curved wavefront. In the current configuration of the interferometer, a planar wavefront is

interfered with the curved wavefront of the capsule. The fringes in the observed interferogram

indicate the differences between the capsule image and the planar wavefront. A perfect
capsule will have a "bull's-eye" fringe pattem concentric with the center of the capsule. As

the capsule walls become thicker, the fringe density in the interferometer image becomes

more dense. Deviations from a perfect "bull's-eye" pattern become difficult to detect. In the

current configuration both beam paths contain the capsule image in a planar background and

the interference is accomplished by rotating one of the mirrors, sheafing the image. By using
a curved reference wavefront, the interference occurs between two curved wavefronts. In this

configuration, the interferogram shows differences between two curved wavefronts in the

region of the capsule. In the background there will be fringes due to the interference between

the planar and curved wavefronts. This modification will reduce the fringe density problem

one has with a planar wavefront. For example, if the curved reference wavefront is identical

to that from the capsule, there will be a constant phase across the capsule image. In our case,

the modification was implemented by first removing the sheafing mirror, coupling into the

incident laser beam with one end of a fiber optic arrangement, and finally aligning the other

end of the fiber optic arrangement colinear with the reference mirror's reflected beam path.

Forfurther information, please contact Dr. D. Bitmer (WJSA).
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7.4. SYSTEMENGINEERING

Several support systems must be engineered for the cryogenic target delivery system for

the OMEGA Upgrade laser. These systems include: target support, fuel layering and

characterization, and cryogenic transport and storage.

7.4.1. TARGETSUPPORT

The purpose of the target support is to hold a filled target at the focus of the OMEGA

Upgrade laser beams and not interfere with any of the sixty laser beams during the laser shot.

Additionally, the target supportmust maintain a mechanical rigidity to better than :1:5lain and

not cause a major perturbation on the target surface finish as this could initiate Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilities. A tripod mounting technique (Fig. 7-2) was selected as the preferred

design based on these considerations.
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In this configuration, the target is supported on three P-100 carbon fiber legs that are

tapered from 1 lain at the tips to 8 Ixm at the base. The legs are parallel to each other, butt-

mounted to the target (at the tips) on a 300 ttm diameter. This configuration was analyzed to

determine the natural frequencies of the bending modes. Three cases were examined, for

carbon fiber lengths of 3, 4, and 5 ram. The finite element code COSMOS was used to

determine the natural frequencies. The target was assumed to be a point mass with loading

distributedevenly to the three fibers through rigid, zero mass elements. The results of the
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analysis are as follows: for a 5 mm long fiber length, the first two modes of bending occur

along the cross-sectional axis (x and z) and have a frequencyof 21.4 Hz. The third mode is

rotational and is in the kHz range, and is therefore most likely outside the range of

amplification.For4 mm long fibers, the frequencyis 34.8 Hz, and for the 3 mm long fibers,
the frequencyis 53.4 Hz.

Basedon experimentalfindingsbyRoger GramatLLE, the targetsupportwas analyzedto

determinethe naturalfrequenciesof the bendingmodes. The legs were 8 gm in diameterand

mm long, butt-mountedto the target (at the tips) on a 300 gm diameter.The experiments

indicatethat the naturalfrequencyof the targetsupportis 52.5 Hz. The experimentsalso showed

that the naturalfrequenciesof the first two bendingmodes can be increased by as much as a

factorof five by tiltingthe fibersoutat the bottom (makingthem non-parallel).

COSMOS was then used to compare to the experimental results. The target was assumed

to be a point mass with loading distributed evenly to the three fibers through rigid, zero mass

elements. Two cases were examined. One with the fibers mounted parallel. The second with

the fibers tilted such that the fibers are on a 600 lam diameter circle at the base (300 I_n at the

top). The findings indicate that for parallel fibers, the natural frequency is 135 Hz, and for

tilted fibers, the frequency is 242 Hz. Furthermore, we find that for fibers which taper (from

8 lainat the base to 1 gm at the tip), their natural frequency is 53 Hz for both the parallel and

tilted cases. The reason for the difference between experimental and finite element results is

due to the modeling of the target as a point mass, and in modeling the point where the fiber

touches the target as a clamped joint instead of a hingedjoint.

Forfurther information, please contact R. Mangano (GA).

7.4.2. FILLSTATIONACTIVITIES

The design of the fill station is based upon the need for thick (--100 gm) liquid or solid

layers of D2or DT fuel in large diameter (1400 lain) targets. This requires that empty shells be

filled to densities as high as 0.16 gm/cc. Additionally, the pending Rochester site license

limits the amount of tritium to one gram (9600 Ci).

To achieve high density target fills, D2 or DT gas (at room temperature) will be

permeated through the shell wall. Pressures in excess of 1100 atm (at room temperature) are

required for high density targets. Thin walled shells can only survive relatively small pressure
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differentials. Thus, the shells must be pressurizedin small steps to prevent the shells from

collapsing. With these guide lines, the conceptual design of the cryogenic fill station was

developed. Engineeringactivities for FY93 included designing and demonstratingproof-of-

principleof the high pressure(1500 atmosphere)boostersystem for the fill station.

It was determinedthat themost reliablemethod of achieving the requiredpressures,with

a limited gas inventory, is to use a gas intensifier system. The intensifieris a mechanically

driven piston using a stepper motor having 0.2 atmosphere increments. A Bourdon tube

piezoelectric transducer (20,000 psia, 0.005% full scale accuracy) was used to measure

pressure. LabViewsoftware was used to monitorthe fill stationduringa fill cycle experiment.

The currentGAD 2 fill stationwas used to supply gas at pressures up to 3500 psia. The

gas intensifier is used to increase the pressurefrom 3500 psia to 20,000 psia, in one stroke.

The high pressure branchis isolated from the existing system by valves, includinga one-way

check valve. All tubing, fittings, and valves in the high pressure section are rated to 60,000

psia. The fill station has been tested, compressing 3,000 psia He gas to 23,500 psia (1600

atmosphere), satisfying the FY93 milestone for 93UR01C, designing and demonstrating

proof-of-principleof a highpressurebooster system.

For further information, please contact R. Mangano (GA)

7.4.3. CRYOGENICTRANSPORTANDSTORAGE

The modular approachto the conceptual design of the OMEGA Upgrade Target Delivery

System requires that the targets be moved cryogenically between modules. The design

concept uses a cold transfer cryostat for this operation. Successful functioning of the cold

transfer cryostat requires a vacuum seal that can be made and broken at cryogenic

temperatures (-20 K) at least once. We have built an apparatus that allows us to test seals of

various designs for their ability to be made and broken at cryogenic temperatures. We have

had a number of seals of various designs made, as well as the associated test fixtures. They

include gasket seals between both flat and blunt nose faces, and spring loaded C-rings in both

radial and face configurations. Materials under consideration for gaskets include: Teflon,

OFHC copper, stainless steel, silver-plated stainless steel, nickel, and silver-plated nickel.

Materials under consideration for C-rings include: silver, aluminum, Teflon, KeI-F, polymer-

filled Teflon, glass filled Teflon, and polyethylene.
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The cold transfer cryostat also requires a manipulator for picking up targets and racks of

targets. The manipulator conceptual design, from the conceptual design report, enveloped the

target in a cavity at the bottom of the cryostat cold finger and then clamped onto the target's

base. This design requires a high degree of precise alignment of the cavity to the target to

prevent the target from being destroyed during the retrieval process. We produced a new

manipulator design concept that requires less precision alignment and offers fewer

opportunities for target damage. The new concept has a manipulator mounted on a small arm

at the bottom of the cryostat cold finger. This is lowered past the target to the target base

level, while well away from the target. The entire cryostat is then moved horizontally until the

manipulator encounters the target base. It is the motion of the cryostat as a whole that induces

any required motion in the manipulator. This obviates the need for a cryogenic x-y translation

stage at the bottom of the storage/transport dewar. With a mechanical actuator no longer

running through the entire length of the cold transfer cryostat, its design has also been

simplified. Translation stages and a bellows stage are added to the top of modules using the

cold transfer cryostat, to give the cryostat its required motion. Included in the original

conceptual design is the design for the storage/transport dewar system.

Several prototype target manipulators were built and operated in a test stand. The stand

consisted of a 3/4 meter long rod connected to a three dimensional translation stage mounted

on a platform. A keyhole manipulator is shown picking up a target in Fig. 7-3. Because of its

gentleness in operation and omni-directional pickup capability, we have found the keyhole

design to be the preferred manipulator design.

For further information, please contact Dr. N. Alexander (GA )

7.4.4. PROGRAMPLANNING

As part of the engineering task, a project management plan [Ref. 7-4] was delivered to

the University of Rochester. The document presented the Management Plan for the Cryogenic

Target Delivery System. This plan presented the basic Work Breakdown Structure,

Management Structure, Project Work Plan, Cost and Manpower, Schedule and Project

Management Procedures.

For further information, please contact Dr. R. L. Fagaly (GA).
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Fig.7-3. Thekeyholemanipulatorusedforpicking
uptargets.
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8. LLEMATERIALSDEVELOPMENT

In FY93, we developed new ICF capsule materialsfor use by URJLLE.

8.1. INTRODUCTION

The LLE Materials Development task had two components: synthesis of

poly[perdeutero(trimethylsilyl)styrene],andsynthesisof a polymerwhich is opaqueat

350 nm and transparentat visible wavelengths. The deuteratedsilylstyrene polymer is used

in ICF capsules as a neutron diagnostic. The UV-opaque polymer is used to enhance the

efficiency of direct-drive capsule implosions and has opticalrequirementswhich anthracene

satisfies, so thetask was to put anthraceneintoa polymerform.

8.2. POLY[PERDEUTERO(TRIMETHYLSILYL)STYRENE]

The synthesis of this material requires the synthesis of the monomer

trimethylsilylstyrene, which is typically made from the Grignard of chlorostyrene and

trimethylsilylstyrene.However, in this deuteratedversion, this route is problematic since

the deuteratedversion of chlorostyrene is not commercially available. Cambridge Isotope

was approached for a custom synthesis, but they required 3-4 months on a best effort

basis. Since LLE required a more rapid delivery, we bought commercially available

perdeuterostyrene, and sought to convert it to perdeuterobromostyrene. This synthesis
requiredthe following sequence:

(1) Conversion of CsDs (perdeuterostyrene) to perdeutero-2-phenylethanol, by a

hydroborationreaction of the styrene with NaBD4 and BF3-etherate,followed by hydrogen
peroxide [Ref. 8-1]. This reactionseemed to proceedwith near 100%yield.

(2) Brominationon the phenyl ring of 2-phenylethanol,using Br2 with Fe, to make the
4-bromophenyl-2-ethanol[Ref. 8-2]. We anticipateda yield of near 100%.
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(3) Dehydration of the 4-bromo-2-phenylethanoi to form 4-bromostyrene [Ref. 8-3].

This reaction appeared to be the problem step, since several literature references all called for

dripping the material onto KHSO4 at 220°C, with distillation of water and the product into a

receiving flask. This reaction is a non-standard reaction for dehydration to form an alkene,

and would appear to risk thermal polymerization of the resulting styrene. The literature

references claim some 50% yield of product. The key step (3) was done on non-deuterated

material, and the desired product was found in the receiving flask.

Synthesis of perdeuterotrimethylsilylchloride was done in two steps:

(4) Phenyltrichlorosilanewas reactedwithCD3MgCI, availablecommercially,toform

phenyltdmethylsilane.

(5) The phenyl ring was removed with gaseous HC1, to form the deuterated

trimethylsilylchloride plus benzene.

Thus, we proceeded with the reactions, starting from 200 grams of CaDa, which was the

estimated quantity required to obtain 50 grams of resulting polymer. In reaction (2), we had a

resulting dark material, which we originally presumed was excess Br2 or some iron alcoxide

impurity. However, after attempting to destroy the Br 2 with thiosulfate, and distillation of

the product, we had a large (> 50%) yield of black tar. The distillate had the desired

bromophenylethanol, as well as other impurities (ethylbenzene, unreacted CaDa, and some

dibromo-materials). Actually, the bromophenylethanol consisted of all six isomers,

combinations of Br on three positions on the ring, times the two positions of the OH of

ethanol. However, the low yield of 40%-50% was problematic. We suspect that the tar

resulted from the DBr evolved from the bromination, which dehydrated the alcohol to styrene,

and which then polymerized to form polystyrene-like tar.

When we performed reaction (3) with the deuterated bromophenylethanol, we did not

obtain the desired product bromostyrene. However, in the distillate was some 4-bromophenyl-

ethylbromide, as determined by Gas Chromatography (GC) and Mass Spectrometry (MS).

This material had been one of the impurities in the previous reaction mixture. We reacted this

material with potassium isopropoxide to form 4-brom._styrene [Ref. 8-4]. Reacting

this material with Mg, followed by perdeutero(trimethylsilylchloride), resulted in some

10-20 grams of perdeutero(trimethylsilyl)styrene, much less than the 100 grams of monomer

we needed. In FY94, we recommend having perdeuterochlorostyrene custom made, so we can
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make a largerquantity of monomer.The existing monomer will be addedto form the desired

50 gramsof poly[perdeutero(trimethylsilyl)styrene].

8.3. UV-ABSORBERMATERIALS

The task was to put anthracene into a polymer form. The simplest two ways to make

these two polymers are to replace the phenyl ring in styrene with anthracene to make a

polymerakinto polystyrene[called poly(vinylanthracene)],and to replacethe phenyl ringsin

parylene with anthraceneto make (2,2)(9,10)anthracenophane.The anthracenophanematerial

thus producedought to make a vapor depositable polymer, akin to the polymermade from

parylene.The literatureshows that the vapordepositedpolymeris identicalin structureto the

poly(vinylanthracene) polymer [Ref. 8-5]. Thus, the two materials give the same ultimate

material, but allow for different processing. The polyvinylanthracenepolymer made from

vinylanthracene is akin to polystyrene, and can be used in making shells via drop tower

or microencapsulation techniques, while the anthracenophane material makes a vapor

depositable coating akin to parylene.

8.3.1. POLY(VINYLANTHRACENE)

We had originally anticipated poly(vinylanthracene) would polymerize like styrene,
across the vinyl units, leaving pendent anthracenes.However, the literature shows that the

polymer actually polymerizesfrom the vinyl groupacross the 9,10 position of the anthracene,

so that the anthraceneis in the polymerbackbone[Ref. 8-5].

We obtained9-vinylanthracenefrom Aldrich,a chemical supply company.The literature

states that polymerization is difficult [Ref. 8-6]. One routeuses benzoyl peroxideand thermal

heating at 120°C for 20 days. A more rapid route uses SnCI4.We made batches by both
methods. The thermalheating routeresultedin a red brick,which was brokenup, dissolved in

benzene, and reprecipitatedto give a yellow polymer.The tin tetrachloridereaction is faster,

and the polymeris precipitatedby pouring into isopropanol.The SnCI4route resultedin some
40%yield of yellow polymer.

We performed a couple of simple microencapsulationruns, to show the polymercould

make shells. However, upon drying, many of the shells cracked, probablydue to their low

molecular weight (<8,000 accordingto the literature).For its application to composite ICF
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capsules, there is little need for UV-absorption in the inner-most layer, so this line of
investigation was not pursuedfurther.

The UV-visible spectrumof poly(vinylanthracene),shown inFig. 8-1, was obtainedfrom

solutions of the polymer. A solution mute was chosen, to give a uniformpath length of 1 cm,
and a well defined dilute concentration. Fromthesolution concentration, one can calculate the
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Fig.8-1. UV-vlsablespectrumof poly(vlnylanthmcene).
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"molar" absorption coefficient, and by estimating the density of the polymer as 1.0, calculate

the transmission of 350 nm light through 10 tan of polymer as 3 x 10-9. This transmission is

comparable to the transmission LLE achieves by depositing several hundred angstroms of

aluminum onto their shells to make them opaque to UV. By contrast, the polymer is very

transparentabove 420 nm. This polymerhas the des,_redoptical properties.

Table 8-1 gives the UV-absorption characteristics of poly(vinylanthracene) for various

capsule coating thicknesses at wavelengths of interest t,oICF experimentalists.

.:::i_::::_ TABLE 8-1 ............
: : :::::.:.::. i i i i i i t i , i i

.......... Poly(vinylanthracene) -- _:::::.......... UV-Absorptionof

WallThickness Absorptionat 350 nm Absorptionat 250 nm _.::_:::_:,.:
::i:. 'r :-

_::::_:_: (rim) (Abs. = Log (I / Io) (Abs. = Log (I / Io) :,?:i:;:::_::
• :,:,+: ;:..

_i!i:i:};i::_iii:i_1 - 0.86 - 17.6 i:i!;;iiii_i::ii!:::.-.,.:::::"

:_:__:_:_::: 5 - 4.28 88.1 _;:::,::);;i:ii:;_:_
..;.,:..,:. ........

:_-_:2111::?i:!iil !

:i:i::::i::!! 10 - 8.56 - 176.2::!:i'i:::::!.i:.:

• , .,:: .:.:.,

8.3.2. ANTHRACENOPHANE

The synthesisof(2,2)(9,10)anthracenophancC32H24 was doneby Golden'smethod

[Ref.8-7].Anthraceneisreactedwithparaformaldehydeand HCI tomake the

(9,10)dichloromethylanthracene.A Soxhletextractionofthedichloromethylanthraccnewith

acetonebringssmallamountsofthematerialintoapotwithNal,whichforms12,NaCl,and

theanthracenophane.Thisextractionsynthesisisslow,makingabout5 gramsofmaterialper

day.The yellow-orangeanthracenophanewas filteredandwashedtoremovetheother

products.NMR measurementsshoweda verypurematerial(>95% purity).GC andMS

measurementsshowedtheanthracenophanewas cleavedinthecolumn,toformthe

polymerizableCI_HI2.
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We performed depositions of the anthracenophane in a tube furnace. The material

sublimed at 1500-2000Cin a nitrogenflow, and the dimer was cleaved at 250°-300°C. The

hot material was passed onto glass plates near room temperature. Scanning electron

microscope examination showed a smooth non-crystalline deposition surface. We did not

pursueoptimizationof thedepositionprocess.

For additional information,please contact Dr. B. McQui!lan (GA).
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